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Abstract 
Motivated by questions from digital topology, we present a particular class of graphs, here 
called a good graphs, in which there exists a unique Hamiltonian cycle. Then we observe some 
more properties of these graphs. Finally, we provide a linear algorithm (with respect to the 
number of vertices) which - depending on the graph G ~ either proves G is not a good graph, or 
constructs a Hamiltonian cycle in G. 
R&sum6 
Motive par des questions de geometric discrete, on presente une classe de graphes, ici appelles 
bon gmphes, pour lesquels il existe un cycle Hamiltonien unique. On observe ensuite certaines 
proprietes de ces graphes. Enfin, on donne un algorithme lineaire (par rapport au nombre de 
sommets) qui, selon le graphe G, ou bien prouve que G n’est pas un bon graphe, ou bien 
construit un cycle Hamiltoniens dans G. 
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1. Introduction 
I .I. Why good graphs? 
In digital topology, one considers many graph strutures on the set Z”, called 
adjaency graphs. For instance, two points (i, j) and (i’, j’) of Z2 are said to be 8-adjacent 
if they are distinct and satisfy max (Ii - i’(, [j - j’l) = 1. The two points (i, j) 
and (i’,j’) of B2 are said to be 4-adjacent if they are 8-adjacent and have one of 
their coordinates in common. The &adjacency and 4-adjacency relations (which 
are symmetric and antireflexive), provide Z2 with two nonoriented graph structures. 
Of course, for any it E N, the set z” is provided in a similar way with some natural graph 
structures (the number of which depends on n). In dimension 3, there are 3 such 
adjacency relations: the 26-adjacency, the 18-adjacency, and the 6-adjacency relation. 
A notion of a discrete simple closed curve has been defined within this framework: 
a simple closed curve is a connected graph in which any vertex has degree 2. This 
notion which is trivial from the graph theoretical point of view is of most importance 
in the framework of digital topology. One basic property which is involved in most of 
the algorithms and theoretical treatments concerning simple closed curves is that 
simple closed curves always admit a parametrization (i.e. unique Hamiltonian cycle, 
which is an intrinsic numbering of points) which can be constructed by a linear 
algorithm. 
However, for many applications, it is necessary to have parametrizations for 
objects, which are not simple closed curves according to Definition 3.4, but look 
simple closed curves. For instance, the border (in appropriate senses) of objects (even 
smooth objects like great radius disks) turn out not to be simple closed curves 
according to Definition 3.4, contradicting our long-standing knowledge of continuous 
objects. For instance, let us call 4-border of an object in Z2 the set of points of the 
object which are 4-adjacent o its complement. Fig. 1 shows that the subgraphs of the 
4-adjacency and the &adjacency graphs induced by the 4-border of disks centered at 
the origin of radius 3 and 7.1, respectively, are not simple closed curves, although they 
admit parametrizations. 
For these reasons, the author thought it was necessary (or at least useful) to provide 
generalizations of simple closed curves, bearing in mind that the so obtained general- 
ized simple closed curves must admit prametrizations which can be constructed by 
a linear algorithm. 
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Fig. 1. The 4-border of D(O,3) (left); the 4-border of D(O,7.1) (riyht). 
Fig. 2. A simple closed curve and a closed quasi-curve. 
The author has at first defined closed quasi-curves which is a weak generalization of 
the simple closed curves, and in which the degree of a vertex lies between 2 and 4. This 
was done by adding eventually “triangles” to simple closed curves (see Fig. 2). 
The notion of a closed quasi-curve has led, through parametrization, to many 
developments in the framework of digital topology: 
(a) In dimenson 2, by using parametrization, it has been proved that a closed 
quasi-curve in the 8-adjacency graph satisfies a Jordan property. More precisely the 
complement in Z2 of a closed 8-quasi-curve has exactly two 4-connected components. 
Moreover, it turns out that the 4-border of a thick and smooth objects such as disks. 
but also natural discretization of real simple closed curves, are closed S-quasi-curves, 
what represents an improvement of the classical notions of simple closed 4-curves and 
8-curves. 
(b) In dimension 3, the notion of a closed quasi-curve inthe 18-adjacency graph has 
led straightforwardly to a notion of a surface of Z3 (see Definitions 2.6-2.9). More 
precisely a surface S in Z3 has been defined as a part of Z3 such that for any point P of 
S the 26-neighbourhood of P in S in a closed 18-quasi-curve. By using strongly 
parametrization, it was proved that these surfaces in turn satisfy a Jordan property: 
the complement in Z3 of such a surface has exactly two 6-connected components. 
Moreover, an algorithm - using the algorithm of construction of the Hamiltonian 
cycle in a closed 18-quasi-curve - enables us to characterize interior points of the 
surface. Of course, the complexity of this algorithm is related to the complexity for 
construction of the Hamiltonian cycle in a closed-curve, which is obviously linear. 
This notion, together with the related algorithm are developed in Section 2. 
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In this paper, we present an even larger generalization of the notion of a simple 
closed curve: the good graphs. 
The generalization is given in the framework of graphs because of the generality 
obtained in doing so, and also for the intrinsic interest that the class of graphs thus 
provided might present within the investigation of the famous Hamiltonian cycles 
problem. 
This generalization is ad hoc for existence and uniqueness of a Hamiltonian cycle, 
which is a crucial property expected for good graphs, and it turns out to exist a linear 
algorithm for construction of this Hamiltonian cycle. It turns out also that the 
4-border of a wide class of objects in dimension 2 are good graphs but this is not 
presented here. 
1.2. Setup of the paper 
The content of the paper is divided in three sections. 
In Section 2, we present a draft on 2D and 3D digital topology which illustrates the 
use of parametrization in this field, what was initially the main motivation for the 
search of a class of graphs as the goods graphs then presented. 
In Section 3, after a few elementary general definitions and results related to 
Hamiltonian cycles problem in graphs, we introduce our notion of a good graph. We 
prove existence and uniqueness of a Hamiltonian cycle in any good graph and observe 
at first that our constructive proof leads to a polynomial construction algorithm for 
the Hamiltonian cycles in a good graph. Finally, we state and prove that there is an 
upper bound in good graphs for number of edges by a linear function of the number of 
vertices. This result allows us to improve complexity of our algorithms, in particular 
the one presented in Section 4. 
The aim of Section 4 is to provide a linear algorithm which, depending on graph G, 
either proves G is not a graph, or constructs a Hamiltonian cycle (the unique 
Hamiltonian cycle in case G is a good graph). After a few lemmas related to 
embedding of cycles into good graphs, we present our algorithm, analyse and illus- 
trate its behaviour, and we show it effectively constructs a Hamiltonian cycles in the 
case the input graph is a good graph. Then we estimate its complexity which appears 
to be linear with respect o the number of vertices (even without assuming that the 
input graph is a good graph). 
Concerning the characterization of good graphs, we now know that there exists 
a linear algorithm which will be published in a subsequent paper. 
2. Motivations from digital topology 
The results presented in this section - being motivations for the result proved in the 
subsequent sections - are not developed here, but are proved in [6]. 
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2.1. Preliminaries: the winding number of a closed g-path around a point in Q2 
We remind the reader that two points P(i, j) and P’(i’,j’) in 2’ are said to be 
8-adjacent if and only if max( 1 i - j’l, ) j - j']) = 1. Besides, the points P and P’ are said 
to be 4-adjacent if and only if they are g-adjacent and have one of their coordinates in 
common. 
A 4-connected (resp. g-connected) component of a part A of Z2 is a connected 
component in the subgraph induced by A in the graph of .Z2 provided with the 
4-adjacency (resp. S-adjacency) relation. A part A of Z2 is said to be 4-connected (resp. 
S-connected) if it has exactly one 4-connected (resp. &connected) component. 
For k E {4,8], a closed k-path c in Z* is a sequence c = (Pi)isz of points of B*, which 
has n as a period and such that for i = 1, . . . , n the point Pi is k-adjacent o the point 
Pi _ 1 . Notice that a closed 4-path is a particular case of a closed 8-path. Given a closed 
path c, we shall always denote by c* the image (Pi/i E Z} of c. 
In order to define the winding number of a closed 8-path c around a point P of Z2 
(intuitively the number of times the closed path c turns arounds the point P), we 
introduce some conventions about the transversal intersections of the closed path 
c and a ray having P as an extremity. Since the rays we consider are all parallel to one 
of the two coordinates axis, we have four such rays to consider. 
Definition 2.1. Let P be a point of Z* and c = (Pi)i~z a closed g-path which does not 
contain P. 
(i) Let AI be the ray having P as an extremity, parallel to the axis of the first 
coordinate, and directed by positive increasing first coordinate. 
Let $7 = (P,, . . . , Pj) be a maximal connected sequence of points of c* n AI (i.e. 
for i < k d j the point P, is a point of A 1, and that neither Pi _ 1 nor Pj + 1 belongs 
to A,). 
The g-path c is said to cross AI positively at the point of index i if and only if 
Pi- 1 lies under A, and Pj+ 1 lies above AI (see Fig. 3(a)). 
The 8-path c si said to cross AI negatioely at the point of index i if and only if 
Pi- 1 lies above A I and Pj+ 1 lies under A, (see Fig. 3(b)). 
(ii) Now, let A2 be the vertical ray having P as extremity and directed upward. Let 
A3 be the ray having P as extremity, parallels to the axis of the first coordinate, and 
directed in the way of decreasing first coordinate. Let A4 be the vertical ray having 
P as extremity and directed downward. 
We can define, in a way which is very similar to the way we did for AI, the positive 
and negative transversal crossing of c and A, for a = 2,3 and 4. Moreover, we can do it 
in such a way that we obtain the coherent system of sign conventions as represented in 
Fig. 4. 
Remark. Sometimes we shall say, for short, “crosses A, at the point Pi” instead of 
“crosses A, at the points of index i”, but the index i will always be mentioned. 
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I? 
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F? 
J+l 
a: the path c crosses A 1 positively b: the path c crosses Al negatively 
m =point P q = points of A , n = points of c 
Fig. 3. Example: (a) the path c crosses A, positively, and (b) the path c crosses A, negatively (m = point P, 
0 = points of Al, W = points of c). 
Fig. 4. Sign conventions for transversal crossings of rays. 
If c( E {1,2,3,4), given %? a maximal connected sequence of points of c* n d, at 
which the closed 8-path c crosses the ray A,, our convention is to say that the path 
c crosses A, at the first point of SF?. 
Definition 2.2. Let P be a point of B2 and c = (Pi)ipz be a closed &path which does 
notcontainP.LetclE{l,..., 4). We consider the ray A, defined in Definition 1.1. Let 
%T==(Pj,..., Pj) be a maximal connected sequence of points of c* n A,. We call the 
contribution of i to the winding number of c around the point P computed with respect o 
A,, and we denote it by li,a(C, P): 
ri,m(c,P) = + 1 if c crosses positively A, at the point Pi, 
ri,.(C,P) = - 1 if c crosses negatively A, at the point Pi, 
Zi,a(~, P) = 0 crosses A, neither negatively or positively at the point P, (such an 
intersection between c and A, is said to be a tangent intesection). 
We shall adopt the convention that Zi,Jc,P) is defined and is equal to 0 for all 
i which are not the index of the first point of a maximal connected sequence of points 
of c* n A,. 
Definition 2.3. Let P be a point of Z? and c = (Pi)isz be a closed g-path of length 
n which does not contain P. 
R. 
Index = 0 
I = point P q = points of Aa, a = 1, 2,394 
Index = fl Index = f 2 
n = points of c 
Fig. 5. The winding number does not depend on the ray with respect to which it is computed (m = point P, 
0 = points of A,, z = 1,2,3,4, n = points oft.). 
For sl = 1,2,3,4, we call winding number of c around P computed with respected to 
A,, which is denoted by ZJc, P), the sum of the li,z(C, P) for i = 1, . . , n. 
Remark. (1) Since c is periodic, the winding number of the path c around P computed 
with respect to the ray A, is left unchanged by an orientation-preserving change of 
parameter in the closed g-path c. 
In other words, given iO E Z then I,(c,P) is equal to the sum of the 
i = iO, . . . . iO + n - 1. This can be expressed by the following formula: 
fK(C, P) = c 1j,a(c3p). 
io<j<io+n 
Ii.&, P) for 
(2) Since c is periodic, the winding number of path c and P computed with respect 
to the ray A, is turned into its opposite by a change of parameter which reverses the 
orientation in the closed 8-path c. In other words given i, E Z, if we denote by c’ the 
closed g-path C’ = (Pio_i)ieh of length n, then I,(c, P) = - la(c), P). 
Theorem 2.4. The winding number Z,(c, P) of c around P computd with respect to A, does 
not depend on a, so that the notion ofthe winding number turns out to be intrinsic (Fig. 5). 
Definition 2.5. Let P be a point of Zz and c = (Pi)ieL be a closed g-path which does 
not contain P. We call winding number of c around P, which will be denoted by I(c, P) 
the winding number of c around P computed with respect to any of the rays A, with 
x E ( 1,2,3,4). By Theorem 2.4 this integer value does not depend on x 
Corollary to Theorem 2.4. Let c be closed 8-path in Z2. Then the winding number qf 
c around P is invariant when P ranges within a given 4-connected component qf the 
complement of the image c* of c. 
2.2. Surf&es in .Z3 
We remind the reader that two points P(i,j,k) and P’(i’,j’,k’) in Z3 are said to be 
26-adjacent if and only if max( 1 i - jl, Ii’ - j’(, 1 k - k’() = 1. Besides, the points P and 
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P’ are said to be 18-adjacent if and only if they are 26-adjacent and have one of their 
coordinates in common, the points P and P’ are said to be 6-adjacent if and only if 
they are 26-adjacent and have two of their coordinates in common. For k E {6,18,26}, 
we denote by N,(P) the set of all points of H3 which are k-adjacent o P. 
For k E {6,18,26}, a k-connected component of a part A of Z3 is a connected 
component in the subgraph induced by A in the graph of H3 provided with the 
k-adjacency relation. A part A of Z3 is said to be k-connected if it has exactly one 
4-connected component. 
A closed k-path c in H3 is a sequence c = (P,,, . . . , P,) of points of HZ such that for 
i=l , . . . , n the point Pi is k-adjacent o the point Pi_ 1, and such that PO = P,. 
Definition 2.6. Let A be a part of Z” . We shall say that A is a closed 18-quasi-curve if 
and only if the cardinality of A is greater or equal to 4 and A satisfies the following 
properties (lH4): 
(1) A is 18-connected. 
(2) Any point in A is 18-adjacent to either two, or three or four points of A. 
(3) For any part X of A of cardinality 3 such that the element of X are pairwise 
18-adjacent there exists a point Q in X which is 18-adjacent to no point in A\X. 
Moreover if Q’ and Q” are the two points of X\(Q), then the points Q’ and Q” 
must satisfy: 
(a) The points Q’ is 18-adjacent o a point in A\X and the point Q” also is 
18-adjacent to a point in A\X. 
(b) No point in A\X is 18-adjacent to both Q’ and Q”. 
(4) Let P be a point in A which is 18-adjacent o at least 3 points of A. Then 
there exists a nontrivial partition of NIB(P) n A in two subsets B, and B2 such 
that: 
(a) The points of Br are pairwise 18-adjacent. 
(b) The points of B2 are pairwise 18-adjacent. 
(c) No point of B1 is 18-adjacent to a point of B2. 
Theorem 2.7. (Parametrization of closed quasi 18-curves). Ler A be a closed 1 g-quasi- 
curve in G with cardinal&y n. Then, there exists a unique closed 18-path (Pa, . . , , P, _ 1, 
p, = PO, p,+1 = PI, Pn+* = P2), which is culled parametrization of A, which contains 
all points of A, and which is unique up to a change of parameter. Moreover, the cycle 
c satisfies the followings conditions (i)-(iv): 
(i) For i,jEZ, we have [PI = Pj +i=j(modn)]. 
(ii) For i, j E Z, ifthe point Pi is 18-adjacent to Pj, then: j(mod n) E {i - 2 (mod n), i - 1 
(mod n), i + 1 (mod n), i + 2 (mod n)}. 
(iii) For i = 1, . . . , n, if Pi+1 is 18-adjacent to Pi- 1, then Pi is not 18-adjacent to Pj for 
j$ {i - 1,i + l}. 
(iv) If Pi, Pj and P, are puirwise 18-udjucents, then {i + nZ, j + nH, k + niZ} is of the 
form(m-l+nnZ,m+nZ,m+1+nE)withm~(l,...,n).Moreover,nopoint 
P, with p # m is 18-adjacent to both P,_ 1 and P, + 1 . 
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l = the points P, 
Fig. 6. An example with k = 4 (o = the points P,, 3 = the points of A) 
Conversely, ifA is the set of the points of any closed 18-path c = (P,, . . , P,_ 1, P, = P,, 
P ?I+; = PI, P,+z = Pz) with n 3 4 and which satisJies the conditions (iHiv), the imaye 
c* of c is a closed 18-quasi-curve. 
Moreover, there exists an algorithm, complexity of which is linear with respect to the 
cardinality of A for construction of a parametrization. 
Definition2.8. Apathc=(P,,...,P,_,,P,=P,,P,+,=P,,P,+,=P,)withn34 
and which satisfies the conditions (i)-(iv) of the previous theorem is called a paramet- 
rized closed 18-quasi-curve. 
Definition 2.9 (Closed surfaces). A part S of Z3 is called a closed surface if and only if 
S is 26-connected and for all point P of S the set of the points of S which are 
26-adjacent to P is a closed 18-quasi-curve 
Our characterization of the interior points is based both on the previous study of 
the winding number and on the following result. 
Theorem 2.10. Let S be a closed surface of Z” , let k E N * and let PI, . . . , P, be distinct 
points of S such that for i = 1 , . . . , k - 1 the point Pi is 6-adjacent to the point Pi+, and 
such that P 1, . . . , Pk lie on a given line which is parallel to one of the coordinates axis 
(cf Fig. 6). 
Then the set A of all points of S which are 26-adjacent to {PI, . . , Pk} is a closed 
1 %quasi-curve. 
Notations. Let S be a finite surface of Z3 and let P be a point of Z3 which does not 
belong to S. Let d be the ray having the point P as an extremity, parallel to the axis of 
the second coordinate and directed in the way of increasing second coordinate. Given 
a connected component ‘% of d n S (observe that, d being a ray which is parallel to one 
of the coordinates axis, whatever the chosen type of connectivity is, g is a 6-connected 
component of A n S), we introduce the following notations: 
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- We denote by A(%?) the set of all points of S which are 26-adjacent o %. From 
Theorem 2.10 the set A(V) is a closed 1%quasi-curve which contains no point of A. 
- We denote by c(g) by some parametrization of A(%?). 
- We observe that, under the projections rr onto the plane ZZ (which is isomorphic to 
Z2 and is provided with some orientation) which contains the first coordinate axis 
and the third coordinate axis, the ray A is sent onto the single point {rc(P)} and the 
closed 1%path c(V) is sent onto a closed g-path. We denote by I,(%) the absolute 
value of the winding number of the close g-path rr(c(%)) around the point n(P) as 
evaluated in this plane ZZ. The integer I,(%) does not depend on the orientation 
chosen for the plane ZZ. 
Finally, we denote by Int(P) the number (value of which can be 0 or 1) which is 
equal modulo 2 to the sum of all Is(Y) when V goes over the set of all connected 
components of A n S. In other words, Int(P) is zero is this last sum is even, and Int(P) 
is 1 otherwise. 
Definition 2.11. Let S be a finite surface of z3 and let P be a point z3 which does not 
belong to S. The point P is said to be interior to S if Int(P) = 1, othewise the point P is 
said to be exterior to S. 
Remark. If S, P and A are defined as above and if GY is a connected component of A n S, 
one can prove that the absolute value Is(%) of the winding number can be either 0 or 1. 
We adopt the convention that the ray A crosses transversally at the connected 
component %? of the intersection A n S when Is@) = 1, and that the intersection 
between S and A is tangent at V when Z,(w) = 0 (see Fig. 7). 
Fig. 7. (a) The ray A cross S locally. (b) The ray A is tangent to S locally. 
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Then, by using this convention, we see that the point P is interior to S (i.e. 
Int(P) = 1) if and only if the ray A crosses transversally the surface an odd number of 
times. This remark shows that the way we proceed is not so far from the way interior 
points are defined by Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld in [S]. Observe that the same 
principle had already been used by Rosenfeld for proving a two-dimensional Jordan 
theorem [4]. 
Finally, we have the following Jordan theorem. 
Theorem 2.12. Let S be a finite surface of Z3 , then the complement of S is formed by 
exactly two &connected components, one of which is finite. Moreover, the finite 6- 
connected component of Z3 \S is equal to the set of all interior points (as previously 
dejined). Consequently, the other &connected component of Z3 \S is ,formed by the 
exterior points. 
3. The notion of a good graph 
In the present paper, all considered graphs are nonoriented and finite. 
3.1. Basic definitions, notations and elementary results 
We must apologize for a relatively long sequence of definitions and not necessarily 
standard notations. This cannot be really avoided but quickly surveyed by a reader 
who is familiar with terminology of graphs. 
Definition 3.1. Two vertices P and Q in the graph G are said to be adjacent if they are 
distinct and there exists an edge in G between P and Q. 
Notations. If G is a graph, we denote by VE(G) the number of vertices of G and by 
ED(G) the number of edges of G. If P is a vertex of the graph G, we denote by N,(P) the 
set of al! vertices of G which are adjacent to P. If A is a set of vertices of G, we denote 
by G\A the induced subgraph of G obtained by removing all vertices of A (hence all 
edges having a vertex in A as an extremity. If P and P’ are two adjacent vertices in G, 
we denote by [P, P’], the edge in G between P and P’. 
Definition 3.2. (1) The degree of vertex P in a graph G is the cardinality of N,(P). 
(2) A graph G is said 2-connected if and only if for any vertex P in G, the induced 
subgraph G\{ P} is connected. 
(3) Let c, = (P,, . . . ,P,), with PO = P, and c2 = (Qo, . . . ,Q,,), with Q. = Q,,, be two 
cycles in G. Cycles c1 and c2 are said to be the same up to parametrization if and only if 
either one of the two following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) There exists i0 E (0, .._ ,n - 1) such that for all i E {O, . . . , n) we have 
Pi = Qio+i(modn). 
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(ii) There exists i,, E (0, . . . , n-1) such that for all i~{O,...,n} we have 
Pi = Qio-i(modn)* 
Many authors consider that two cycles thus related are just the same. However, 
since we deal with uniqueness, we have chosen to explicit the differences between two 
such cycles. 
In the sequel, we shall make a free use of the more or less straightforward results 
given in the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3. Zf G admits a Hamiltonian cycle, then for any two vertices, P and M of 
G such that G\{P, M} is not connected (so that P and M are’necessarily not successive in 
the Hamiltonian cycle), each connected component of the induced subgraph G\{ P, M} 
contains a vertex next to P and a vertex next to M in the Hamiltonian cycle. 
Consequently, G\{P, M} h as at most two connected components. 
Proof. Let C be a connected component of G\{P, M}, let V be a vertex in C and V’ 
a vertex not in C. Let (PO, PI, . . . , P,), with P, = PO be a Hamiltonian cycle in G. Up 
to parametrization, we may suppose that V is P,,. Let i E { 1, . . . , n - 1) such that 
V’=Pi. Then there existsjE{l,...,i- l} andj’E{i,...,n- l} such that Pj and 
Pj, are in {P, M}. Necessarily, as a Hamiltonian cycle contains P and M only once, we 
have { Pj, Pj,} = {P, M}. Moreover, for the same reason, the paths PO, . . . , Pj- 1) and 
(Pj'+l****, P,) are both contained in the components C of G\{P, M) which contains 
P,=P,.InotherwordsforanyqE{O,...,j- l}sandforanyqE{j’+ l,...,n} the 
vertex P, is in C. The two vetices Pj- 1 and Pj+ 1 are particular such that P,, hence 
both in C, one of them being next to P and the other next to M. 0 
Definition 3.4. A graph G is called a simple closed curve if and only if G is connected 
and any vertex of G has degree two. 
Proposition 3.5. If the graph G is a simple closed curve, then there exists a Hamiltonian 
cycle in G which is unique up to parametrization. Moreover, there are linear algorithm to 
decide if a graph G is a simple closed curve and to construct a Hamiltonian cycle in G. 
Proof. Obvious. Cl 
3.2. Good graphs, an immediate quadratic algorithm 
Definition 3.6. A graph G will be called a good graph if it satisfies the three following 
conditions: 
(GGl) The graph G is connected; 
(GG2) The degree of each vertex of G is greater or equal to two; 
(GG3) If the degree of a vertex P in G is greater than 2 then No(P) satisfies the two 
subsequent conditions: 
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i) 
ii) 
Fig. 8. (a) Example of good graph. (b) The Hamiltonian cycle. 
There exists two vertices M and M’ in N,(P) such that G\{P, M} and 
G\{ P, M’} are connected; 
For any other vertex P’ in N,(P), the induced subgraph G\{ P, P’) has 
exactly two connected components, both containing a vertex in (M, M’). 
Theorem 3.7. Let G be ajnite graph. Then the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(a) The graph G is a good graph (Fig. 8(a)). 
(b) There exists a Hamiltonian cycle in G (Fig. 8(b)) and any Hamiltonian cycle in 
G contains any edge between two vertices Q and Q’ such that G\,{Q, Q’} is connected. 
Moreover, if G satisfies these conditions, the Hamiltonian cycle in G is unique up to 
parametrization. 
Proof. (b) =z. (a). So we suppose (b). It is obvious that G is connected and the degree of 
any vertex in G is greater than 1. 
Let P be a vertex degree of which is greater than 2. From existence of a Hamiltonian 
cycle, there exist two vertices M and M’ in No(P) such that G\{ P, M} and G\{ P, M' 3 
are connected. 
Now, as a Hamiltonian cycle in G contains only two edges that have P as an 
extremity, from assumption (b) follows that there exist only two vertices M and M’ 
such that G\{ P, M} and G\(P, M’} are connected. The fact that for any other vertex 
P’ in NG (P) the induced subgraph G\{ P, P’} has exactly two connected components 
both containing a vertex in N,(P) and a vertex in N,(P’) is now a direct consequence 
of Lemma 3.3. 
The main idea underlying the proof of (a) + (b) is to turn G into a simple closed 
curve by removing the edges [P,P’], such that G\{P, P’} is not connected, edges 
which are not essential with respect to Hamiltonian cycles. This is technically justified 
by the following lemma. 
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Lemma 3.8. Let G be a good graph and [P, P’], be an edge in G. Suppose G\{ P, P’ } is 
not connected, then the subgraph r of G obtained by removing the edge [P,P’]o is still 
a good graph. 
Proof. First of all, notice that for any vertex P, the existence of an A4 in No(P) such 
that G\{ P, M} is connected implies that the induced subgraph G\{ P} is connected. 
Since G\ { P} is connected and P is an extremity of [P, P’]o, the graph P, which is 
obtained from G by removing the edge [P,P’]a is connected, so that P satisfies 
condition (GGl). 
Vertices M and M’ obtained by applying (GG3(i) to No(P) are distinct from P’ 
(because of nonconnectivity of G\{ P, P' }), h ence both remain adjacent o P in P, so 
that P (and similarly P’) has degree at least two in P. It is obvious that any other 
vertex in P has degree at least two in r, proving P satisfies condition (GG2). 
There remains to check point (GG3) of the definition of good graphs for r. Let V be 
a vertex in r. We distinguish two cases depending on whether VE {P,P’} or not. 
Case V = P (similarly if V = P’). For any vertex M in N,(P) we have 
P\{P,M} = G\{P,M} so that N,(P) satisfies conditon (GG3). 
Case I/ 4 {P, P’}, we first observe that, G being a good graph, both components 
CandC’ofG\{P,P’} contain a vertex in No(P) and a vertex in No(P’). Components 
C and C’ being connected, there exists a path 7~ in C from a vertex in No(P) (hence in 
N,(P)) to a vertex in N,(P’) (hence in Nr(P’)) and similarly there is a path rc’ in C’ 
from a vertex in N,(P) to a vertex in N,(P’). 
Since V is neither P nor P’, we have N,(V) = N,(V). Let M and M’ be the two 
vertices in N,(V) such that G\( V, M} and G\{ V, M’} are connected. If M is P or P’, 
we have already proved that G\{ V, M} is connected. Otherwise, clearly, V and M are 
in the same connected component, for instance, C’, of G\{P,P’}. Now, for proving 
(GG3(i)) for P, let A and B be two vertices and let a be a path from A to B in 
G\{ V, M}. By inserting the path rc (forward or backwards) in a between P and P’ each 
time the path CI contains the edge [P, P’]o, we construct a path in P\{ V, M} from A to 
B. Therefore r\( I’, M} is connected and, similarly, r\{ V, M’} is also connected. 
About proving (GG3(i)) for P, we also observe that if v’ is a vetex inN,( V) which is 
neither M nor M’, we see that r\{ V, V’} has exactly two connected components 
which are the traces of the two components of G\{ V, I”} on r\{ l-‘, l”}. Lemma 3.8 is 
proved. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.7 (continued). (a) + (b) and uniqueness. Now, let G, be the 
subgraph of G obtained by removing each edge 0 in G such that the induced subgraph 
of G obtained by removing the two extremities of e is not connected. By iteration of 
Lemma 3.8, the graph Gi is a good graph and is, in particular, connected. Moreover, 
using condition (GG3(i)), we see any vertex has degree at least two in Gi, and using 
(GG3(ii)) we see that any vertex has degree at most two in G1 so that Gi is a simple 
closed curve. Now, because of Proposition 3.5, there exists a Hamiltonian cycle in 
G1 which is of course a Hamiltonian cycles in G. 
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Now, since if A and B are successive in a Hamiltonian cycle the graph G\{ A, B} 
must be connected, obviously any Hamiltonian cycle in G is, in fact, a Hamiltonian 
cycle in Gi, so that uniqueness up to parametrization follows from uniqueness of 
Hamiltonian cycles in simple closed curves (Proposition 3.5). 0 
Remark. There is an algorithm to.label connected components of a graph which is 
linear with respect o the sum of number of edges number of vertices [3]. So, the graph 
G1 obtained by removing each edge (T in G such that the induced subgraph of 
G obtained by removing the two extremities of 0 is not connected can be constructed 
by an algorithm whose complexity is O(ED(G)‘). 
The problem of (constructive) existence of a Hamiltonian cycle in G always reduces 
to the same problem in Gi. 
In the case of good graphs, we have proved that G, is a simple closed curve so that 
there is (Proposition 3.5) a linear algorithm to find a Hamiltonian cycle in G1 . Hence 
we obtain an algorithm whose complexity is O(ED(G)*) to decide if a given graph is 
a good graph and to construct, when it is, a Hamiltonian cycle in G. In Section 4, we 
provide a better algorithm. 
3.3. Upper bound, in good graphs, for VE (G) by 2ED (G) 
In this section, we prove an inequality which enables us to improve algo- 
rithms complexity for good graphs. We observe that in connected graphs, or in 
graphs in which any vertex has degree at least two, the number of vertices is less 
than the number of edges minus 1. Conversely, when dealing with good graphs, 
we show that the number of edges can be bounded by a linear function of the number 
of vertices, thus proving that considering ED(G) or VE(G) as size of a 
problem concerning good graphs does not affect problem’s complexity. 
Proposition 3.9. Let G be a good graph, then we have: I/E(G) < ED(G) d 2 I/E(G)-3. 
The proof of Proposition 3.9 uses Lemmas 3.11; Lemma 3.10 is itself required for 
proving Lemma 3.11. 
Lemma 3.10. Let G s be a good graph and let [P,P’], be an edge in G such that 
G\( P, P’} is not connected. Let C be a connected component of G\{ P, P’}. Denote by 
r the subgraph of G induced by P,P’ and the vertices of C (Fig. 9). 
Let Q and Q’ be two vertices in r. Let V and V’ be two vertices r which are in the same 
connected component of G\{ Q, Q’}. Then V and V’ are in the same connected component 
d-r\{Q,Q'). 
Therefore, the connected components off\{ Q, Q’> are the intersections with r csf the 
connected components of G\{ Q, Q’}. 
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Fig. 9. (a) The graph G is represented, the grey vertices are P and P’ and the surrounded vertices are those 
of the component C. (b) The grey vertices are the vertices of Z- and the edges of r are represented by dotted 
lines. 
Proof of Lemma 3.10. Let n = (A, = V,A,, . . . ,A, = V’) be a path in G\{ Q, Q’} 
joining V to I”. If rc is contained in r there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, let Ai+ 1 be 
the first vertex of rc which is not in r and Aj- 1 be the last vertex of rc which is not in r. 
Then, Ai and Aj are in {P, P’} hence are adjacent or equal in r. So the path 
(A l,...,Ai,Aj,..., A,,) is a path in r from V to I”. 0 
Lemma 3.11. Let G be a good graph and let [P, P’], be an edge in G such that 
G\{P,P’} is not connected. Let C be a connected component of G\{ P,P’}. Denote by 
r the subgraph of G induced by vertices of C, P and P’. Then r is a good graph. 
Proof. The fact r satisfies conditions (GGl) and (GG2) is obvious. Let PI be a vertex 
in r degree of which is greater than 2. Let us check that N,(P,) satisfies in r the 
condition (GG3(i)). 
When PI is neither equal to P nor to P’, the preservation of connectivity given by 
Lemma 3.10 makes this fact obvious. 
Suppose now that PI = P. Let C’ be the connected component of G\{ P, P’} which 
is not C. Since G satisfies condition (GG3), there exist M and M’ in N,(P) such that 
G\{ P, M} and G\(P, M’} are connected, and moreover, one of M and M’, say M is in 
the component C of G\{ P, P’}. Then the vertex M, which is in r, satisfies thanks to 
Lemma 3.10, the graph r\(P,, M} = r\{P, M} IS connected. Moreover the graph 
r\{p,, p’> = r\{p, p’> is equal to C hence it is connected. Hence N,(P) satisfies 
(GG3(i)). 
Finally, let V be a vertex in N,(P) = N,-(P) which is neither M nor P’. Then, as 
V cannot be M’ which is not in r, the graph G\{P, V} has exactly two connected 
components x and x’. Besides, both of these connected components meet r because 
they both contain a vertex which is adjacent to V, and which is therefore in r since 
V $ {P, P’}. We remind the reader that any connected subgraph intersecting aconnec- 
ted component D is included in D. Since C’ is a connected subgraph of G\{P, V} 
which contains (because NJ P’) satisfies condition (GG3)) a vertex adjacent o P’, the 
connected component of G\{ P, V} which contains P’, say x’, contains C’ so that x’ 
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contains M’. Since N,(P) satisfies condition (GG3), the component x’ cannot contain 
M. Finally, we have proved that the component of G\{ P, V} that contains P’ does not 
contain M. In other words both components of G\{ P, V} contain a vertex of {M, P’}. 
Hence, because of Lemma 3.10, the graph r\{ P,, V> = r\{ P, V} has exactly two 
connected components both containing a vertex in [M,P’]. So N,(P,) satisfies 
condition (GG3(ii)). 
As far as the assumptions on P and on P’ are strictly symmetric, this case PI = P’ 
can be treated exactly as the case PI = P. Hence Lemma 3.11 is proved. 0 
Proof of Proposition 3.9. The first inequality is valid for any graph in which any vertex 
has degree at least 2. We prove by induction on the number of vertices of G that 
ED(G) < 2 VE(G) - 3. If G is a simple closed curve (in particular if G has exactly three 
vertices), then we have ED(G) = VE(G) so that, ED(G) being greater than 2, our 
inequality is proved. Suppose now that this inequality is true for any good graph that 
contains at most n vertices. Let G be a good graph that contains 12 + 1 vertices and is 
not a simple closed curve. Then there exists an edge [P, P’], in G such that G\{ P, P' } 
is not connected. If C is a connected component of G\{ P, P’}, if r denotes the 
subgraph of G induced by P, P’ and the vertices of C, then r is a good graph (Lemma 
3.1 l), and from the very inductive hypothesis ED(T) d 2 VE(T) - 3. 
Now, if C’ is the other component of G\{ P, P’} and if r’ denotes the subgraph of 
G induced by P, P’ and the vertices of C’, the subgraph r’ of G is also a good graph 
and ED(T’) < 2 VE(T’) - 3. 
As G is the union of r and r’ that share an edge we have 
ED(G) = ED(T) + ED(T’) - 1 and VE(G) = VE(T) + VE(T’) - 2 
Therefore, ED(G) d (2 VE(T) - 3) + (2 VE(T’) - 3) - 1 = 2 VE(G) - 3. •1 
Remark. Lemma 3.11 provides an inductive proof for existence and uniqueness of 
a Hamiltonian cycle in a good graph. This proof is different from the one given in 
Theorem 3.7. 
4. A linear algorithm for Hamiltonian cycles in good graphs 
The aim of Section 4 is to prove the following result. 
Theorem 4.1. There exists an algorithm, whose complexity is 0( W(G)) that, depending 
on the graph G, either constructs a Hamiltonian cycle in G or proves that the graph G is 
is not a good graph. 
Remark. An eventual success of this algorithmic construction of a Hamiltonian cycle 
in G does not imply that G is a good graph. Question: Is there a linear characterization 
of good graphs? 
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In order to prove Theorem 4.1, we first present in Section 4.1 three lemmas on 
which the algorithm is based. Then we describe, illustrate the algorithm, and we also 
prove some of its invariant properties in Section 4.2 which are satisfied if we assume 
the graph to be a good graph. We prove that the complexity of our algorithm is linear 
(not assuming that the graphs are good graphs) in Section 4.3, and finally we prove in 
Section 4.4, using the properties analysed in Section 4.2 and the finiteness of the 
number of instructions proved in Section 4.3, that our algorithm effectively constructs 
a Hamiltonian cycle in case the input graph is a good graph. 
4.1. Some lemmas on good graphs 
To explain the meaning of Lemma 4.2, given a good graph G, let us introduce the 
notion of the interior of a path 71, which is the complement of its two extremities. Now, 
Lemma 4.2 insures that, for any cycle c, for any path n between two nonsuccessive 
vertices of c, if the interior of rc and the cycle c are disjoint, then the path rc is reduced 
to an edge. Lemma 4.3 shows that this edge rc can be removed from G affecting neither 
the good graph character of G nor the Hamiltonian cycle of G. Formally, we write out 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2. Let G be a good graph and 4 d n < I/E(G). Let c = (P,, PI, . . . , P,), with 
P,, = P, and PO, PI, . . . , P,_ 1 pairwise distinct, be a cycle in G. 
Then if there is a path 7~ from two vertices Pi to Pj which are neither successive nor 
equal in the cycle c, and such that n does not meet the cycle c except at its extremities 
then the path 71 is reduced to (Pi, Pj) (i.e. the path n contains only one edge). 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Arguing by reductio ad absurdum, assume n = (Qi , Qz, . . . , Q,,,) 
with Qz # (QI,Q,,,), QI = Pi and Qm = f’j ( see Fig. 10). Then we intend to show that 
Pi has three distinct adjacent vertices Mi, M2 and M3 such that for k = 1,2,3 the 
subgraph G\{ Pi, Mk > is connected, what contradicts (GG3(ii)) for G. 
(a) Construction of a jrst vertex Ml such that G\{ Pi, Ml} is connected. 
_ If G\{Pi,Pi+r (modn) } is connected, then we set Ml = Pi+l(modn). 
Q,=Pi 
Fig. 10. Prohibited situation in a good graph. 
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- Otherwise, we are going to consider a connected subgraph l-i of G contain- 
ing Pill and Q2, which is included in one of the two connected components 
of G\{Pi,Pi+i (rnodn)), an we shall find Ml in the other connected component d 
of G\ {PiPi + I (mod n) }. More precisely, let r, be the subgraph of G induced by 
all vertices of c and n except Pi and Pi+ 1, namely induced by Q2,. . . , Qm, 
Pi_ ~~~~~~~~ Pi-2(modn),...,Pi+n+2(modn)= Pi+2(modn). Since connected, r~ is 
included in one of the two connected components of G\{Pi,Pi+ 1 (modn)}. Let 
US consider C1 the connected component of G\ {Pi,Pi+ 1 (mod ,,,) which does 
not contain r,. From condition (GG3), component Ci contains a vertex 
of No(Pi) - which is the desired vertex Ml - such that G\{ Pi, Ml j is con- 
nected. 
(b) Construction of the second vertex MZ: in a similar way, M2 is Pi- 1 in case 
G\{PiJ’pi (modn) } is connected and otherwise we define r, the subgraph induced 
by Q~,...,Qrtz, Pi+l(modn)> Pi+2(modn),...,Pi+n-2(modn) = Pi-2(modn),and CZ the 
connected component of G\{Pi,Pi_ 1 Cmodnj} which does not contain r2. The 
vertex M2 is obtained in C2 by an argument similar to the one used for getting M, 
in C,. 
(c) Construction of the third vertex M,: once more, if G\{P1,Q2} is connected 
we set M3 = Q2; otherwise we consider the connected subgraph r, of G induced 
by Q3t...,Qm, Pi+l(modn), Pi+2(modn),...,Pi+n-1(modn)=Pi-1(modn) and c3 the 
connected component of G\{P,, Qz} which does not contain r,. Now M, is con- 
structed in C3 just as M, and M2 were previously obtained in C, and C,, respect- 
ively. 
There remains to prove Ml, M2 and M3 are distinct to obtain the mentioned 
contradiction. In order to show that Ml # M2 and Ml # M3, we first observe that if 
C; denotes the connected component of G\ { Pi, Pi+ 1 (mod ,,,} which contains r,, then 
C1 and C’, form a partition of G\{Pi,Pi+, (modn)}; we prove that M, and M3 both 
belong to C’, . First we deal with M2, construction of which has been seen as an 
dteITXitiVe/ If G \ {Pi,Pi _ 1 (mod ,,) > is connected, then M, is Pi_ 1 and thus belongs to 
r, c c;. Otherwise, remind that we obtained M2 in component Cz of 
G\ {Pi,Pi- 1 (mod ,,)} which does not contain Pi_ 1 (mod “). From condition (GG(ii))) 
applied to NG(Pi_ 1 cmodnJ), this component C2 contains a vertex M adjacent to 
Pi_ 1 (,,,,,d ,,). Therefore C, as connected to a vertex (namely Pi_ 1 (mod n,) of r, and itself 
connected must be contained in the connected component C; of G\ (Pi,Pi+ 1 cmod n,} 
which contains r,, so that M2 belongs to C;. Thus M2 has been proved not be equal 
to Ml. 
In a similar way, M3 is shown different from M 1. From the symmetry of the roles of 
Ml and M2, it results that M3 is also distinct of M2, achieving proof. 0 
Lemma 4.3 (Same hypothesis and notations on G and c as in Lemma 4.2). 
(i) The subgraph G’ of G obtained by removing an edge between two distinct non- 
successive vertices of c is a good graph 
(ii) The graphs G and its subgraph G’ have the same Hamiltonian cycle. 
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Fig. 11. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. (i) Let Pi and Pj be the two nonsuccesive vertices in c which are 
adjacent in G (Fig. 11). Lemma 3.8 implies point (i) if we prove that G\{ Pi, Pj) is not 
connected, what we shall do by contraposition. 
The connectivity of G\{ Pi, Pj} would imply, since G satisfies condition (GG3), that 
at least one of the subgraphs G\{P,,Pi+, cmodn)) and G\{Pi,Pi- 1 crnodn)} of G is not 
connected. 
SuPPose G\ {PiJi+ 1 (mod n) } is not connected. Then, since the subgraph r of G 
induced by Pi- 1 (mod ,,), Pi - 2 (mod ,,J, . . . , Pi-n + 2 (mod no = Pi + 2 (mod n) iS connected, there 
iS a connected COmpOnent Of G\ { PiTPi+ 1 (mod “) } which contains r, and the other 
COIIlpOllent c Of G \ { Pi,Pi+ 1 (mod “) } does not meet r. In particular, C does not contain 
Q2, hence from condition (GG3), component C contains a vertex M such that 
G\(Pi,M) is connected. Of course, A4 is not in r. 
Similarly, if G\ {Pi,Pi_ 1 (m,,d “j} is not connected, if we denote by f’ the subgraph of 
G induced by Pi + 1 (mod “), Pi + 2 (mod “), . . . , Pi +n - 2 (mod “), then r ’ k connected and there 
is a connected component C’ of G\ {Pi,Pi- 1 (mod ,,) > which does not meet r and 
contains a vertex M’ such that G\{ Pi, M’} is connected. 
We now distinguish two cases depending on whether none of G\{Pi,Pi- 1 (mod n,} 
and G\{Pi,Pi+l (modn) } is connected or one and only one of them is connected. Both 
cases lead to a contradiction achieving the proof. 
Case A: one and only one of G\{Pi,Pi+l (m,,d,,)) and G\{Pi,Pi- 1 (m,,dn)}is connec- 
ted, say G\ { PipPi + 1 (mod no> is connected and G\ {Pi,Pi_ 1 (mod “,} is not. Then the three 
subgraphs G\(Pi,Pj), G\{Pi,Pi+ 1 (modn)) and G\{ Pi, M’) are connected what contra- 
dicts the fact graph G satisfies conditions (GG3). 
Case B: SuppOse none Of G\{Pi,Pi+l(,,dn)} and G\{Pi,Pi-l(modn)} iS connected. 
Let us show that M and M’ are distinct what, together with the assumption of 
connectivity of G\{ Pi, Pj}, contradicts condition (GG3(ii)) for G. For this purpose, we 
demonstrate that M’ and Pi(modn) are in the same connected component of 
G\{Pi,Pi+ 1 @,odn)). Indeed, from (GG3(ii)) applied to NG(Pi- 1 (,,,,,d,& the vertex 
Pi- 1 (modn) is adjacent to a vertex V in the connected component C’ of 
G\ {PiJ- I (mod n) }. Moreover, the connectivity of C’ implies that M’ must be linked 
to V within C’. Observe from the definition of C’ that Pi and Pi+ 1 are not in C’ so that 
we actually proved that M’ and Pi-l are in the same connected component of 
G\(Pi,Pi+ 1 fmodn)). The membership of Pi- 1 (mod nj to r implies that, in fact, M’ is in 
the connected component of G\ { Pi,Pi + 1 (mod nJ } which contains f. Since M belongs to 
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the other connected component (namely C) of G\ {Pi,Pi+ 1 Cmod “)}, vertices A4 and M’ 
are distinct, what contradicts, as we have noticed above, condition (GG3(ii)). 
Therefore, the initial hypothesis G\{ Pi, Pj) . IS connected was false what proves (i). 
Proof of (ii). Since G’ is a subgraph of G having the same set of vertices, the cycle in 
G’ is the cycle of G. •1 
It will be seen below that the algorithm presented in Section 4.2 works by enlarging 
cycle from an initial one up to the Hamiltonian cycle. The following lemma shows 
how to enlarge any non-Hamiltonian cycle of a good graph. 
Lemma 4.4. Let G be a good graph and 3 d n d VE(G). Let c = (P,,P,, . . . , P,), with 
PO = P, and PO,P,, . . . , P,_, pairwise distinct, be a cycle in G. Suppose that from 
71 = (M,, . . . , M,), with m > 2 is a path with Ml = P,, and Mi is not a vertex of c for 
i > 2 (Fig. 12). 
Then we have (i) there must be a path p in G, starting at a vertex Pi with 
i E {l,..., n - 1) between Pi and M, which does not meet c (except at Pi). 
(ii) Moreover, if p is such a path, then the vertex Pi must be PI or P,_ 1. So, we must 
have one of the two situations shown in Fig. 13. 
(iii) ifp’ = (M,, . . . , M4) with q < 3, is a pathfrom Pi to Pj that does not meet c except 
at Pi and Pj, then we must have 
i(mod n) = j(mod n) or i(mod n) = j + 1 (mod n) or i(mod n) = j - 1 (mod n). 
Fig. 12. 
Fig. 13. (a) First case; (b) second case. 
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Proof. (i) If there did not exist such a path p, then the induced subgraph G\{P,} 
would not be connected and the graph G would not admit a Hamiltonian cycle. 
(ii) Otherwise, we get a path which is not reduced to an edge between two distinct 
nonsuccessive vertices Pi and PO of c by going over p to M, and then going over 
‘II backward to MI. This contradicts Lemma 4.2. 
(iii) Indeed, if Pi and Pj are neither successive nor equal in c, we obtain again 
a contradiction with Lemma 4.2. 0 
4.2. Description of the algorithm 
We first present our data structure: 
edge = A vertex-data; 
next-edge = A edge-list; 
edge-list = 
record 
ending-vertex :edge; 
inv_edge : next-edge; 
next, previous :next-edge 
end; 
vertex-data = 
record 
edges :next-edge; 
linkl, link2, fork, forkl, next-fork : edge; 
stop, inserted, waiting, seen, second, 
definitive, visited :boolean; 
order : integer, 
end; 
Notice the memory allocation is completely dynamic. The edges in the graph given 
as a chain of pointers of vertices. Since the graph is nonoriented and we want to be 
able to remove an edge in the graph in a constant time, the data of an edges contains 
the address (inv-edge) of the same edge in the other way. 
The graph is constructed in such a way that the first edge of a given vertex V is 
represented by V.edges A.next and the last edge E satisfies E.next” .next = nil. 
Thus we obtain the following routine for removing a nonoriented edge given by 
a pointer providing its address. 
PROCEDURE remove_edge(ed: next-edge); 
begin 
ed A .previous A next: = ed h .next; 
ed A .next A .previous := ed A .previous; 
ed : = ed A .inv_edge; 
ed”.previous^.next := ed”.next; 
ed h .next h .previous := ed A .previous; 
end 
The other data (links, forks and Booleans) contained in a variable of type ver- 
tex-data have as purpose, not to encode the data of the graph itself, but to encode the 
information on the vertex related to its treatment by the algorithm. 
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This information is local: the vertices Vlinkl * , Klink2 * , V.fork n, V.forkl ,’ and 
V.next_fork” are adjacent o the vertex Vin the graph G. At the end of the algorithm, 
if the graph is a good graph, the cycle is obtained by going over the path obtained by 
following link1 from a vertex to another. 
The modifications of the data structure are also local at a given date of the 
algorithm running. A global variable Q of the following type: 
current-data = record 
new: record 
linkl, link2: edge; 
order: integer; 
end; 
old: edge; 
end; 
contains both: 
- In Q.new the information on the relation between the current data Q and the vertex 
immediately previously visited. 
- The pointer Q.old gives the address of the vertex which will be immediately 
modified. These modifications will depend, of course, of the anterior state of the 
vertex Q.old^, which must not have been modified. That is the reason why we 
introduced Qnew in the current data: it contains the information on how the vertex 
Q.old^ was immediately reached. 
Finally, notice that the modifications of the data structure are local: they deal 
only with Q.old”.linkl”, Q.oldA.link2”, Q.old^.fork^, Q.old^.fork’ ^ and 
Q.old^.next_fork”. 
At last we need a stack of pointers of vertices which is defined by the following data 
structure: 
Previous-pointer = “pointers~stack; 
Pointers-stack = record 
vert-addr : edge; 
previous :previous-pointer 
end; 
Global variables: 
VE, ED : integer; 
P, Pl, P2:edge; 
Q, Ql : current-data; 
stack-top, a-pointer : previous_pointer; 
success, it-is-a-fork : Boolean; 
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Fig. 14. A cycle as obtained by the procedure find-cycle. 
FUNCTION find_Hamiltonian_cycle : boolean; 
success :=(ED22VE); 
it_is_a_fork := false; 
find-cycle; 
if success then 
-1 
find_Hamiltonian_cycle := success; 
Fig. 15. 
Initialization. At the beginning of the algorithm, the pointer Pl gives the address of 
a vertex of the graph. Moreover, every vertex V satisfies the following initial proper- 
ties: V.linkl = nil, Klink2 = nil, Kfork = nil, V.next_fork = nil, V.isnerted = false, 
V.waiting = false, V.definitive = false, V.visited = false, V.seen = false and 
Kstop = true. 
The algorithm first finds (procedure find-cycle in Fig. 16) any cycle in the graph, 
which may obviously be done by a linear algorithm. Using the procedure re- 
move-edge described above, the edges of the cycle thus obtained are removed from 
the data structure, and for any vertex V of the cycle the instruction V.inserted : = true 
is executed (procedure prepare cycle below). The complexity of this last operation is 
linear with respect to the length of the cycle. The information of the cycle if then 
represented by the links link1 and link2 contained in the vertices of the cycle, each 
vertex V of the cycle having V.linkl’ and Klink2 A as neighour in the cycle. 
Moreover, the cycle is oriented by the data of link1 for all of its vertices. Finally, notice 
that at the end of procedure prepare-cycle, the pointer P gives the address of a vertex 
in the constructed cycle. 
Therefore, the structure of the algorithm is as shown in Fig. 14. 
The Procedure find-cycle, shown in Fig. 16, consists in choosing edges in the 
graph, thus constructing a path, until this path intersects itself, thus providing a 
cycle. 
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PROCEDURE find-cycle 
var ed_addr : next-edge; 
‘l”.visited := true; 
‘I”.link2 := nil; 
‘2 := PI A.edgesA.nextA.endingvertex; 
vhile (not PZ”.visited) and success do 
PZ”.visited := true; 
Pl”.linkl := P2; 
P2”.link2 := Pl; 
ed_addr := P2A.edgesA.next; 
if ed_addr”.next”.next = nil then 
success := false { P2A has degree I ] 
else 
if ed_addr”.ending_vertex = 
PI then 
PI := P2; 
P2 := ed_addp.next”.endingvertex; 
else 
PI := P2; 
FC? := ed_addr”.endingvertex; 
find-cycle := success; 
if success then 
P := P2”.link2; 
P7”.Iink2 := PI. i 
-l 
Pl”.linkl := P21 
P := P2; 
while P <> nil do 
,_I 
Fig. 16. 
PROCEDURE prepare-cycle; 
rar ed_addr : next-edge; P’ : edge: 
p’ := P; 
flag := true; 
while not P”.inserted do 
P”.insetted := true; 
P”.order := 0; 
edge_addr := PA.edgesA.next; 
if P”.linkl = 
edge_addr”.endingvertex 
then 
remove_edge@dge_addr) 
else 
remove_edge(edge_add.next) 
P := P”.linkl; 
P := P’; 
Procedure main_algorithm (see Fig. 17) consists in enlarging the cycle step by step until 
the cycle is a Hamiltonian cycle, the vertices of the Hamiltonian cycle still being the 
vertices whose boolean inserted is true and neighbours in the Hamiltonian cycle still being 
linked by link1 and link2 in an oriented way. In case the graph is not a good graph and 
the algorithm fails, the Boolean variable success becomes false and the algorithm stops. 
In order to enlarge the cycle, (process which is contained inside the content of the 
instruction repeat in procedure main algorithm below) we proceed in the following 
way (assuming our graph is a good graph). 
One chooses an edge CT, which remains in the graph, having P as an extremity. If the 
other extremity of (T is in the cycle already constructed (what can be characterized by 
the fact that its boolean inserted is then true), we just remove the edge 0 (from Lemma 
4.3, this operation affects neither the good graph character of our graph, nor its 
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cc 
ne 
st; 
;; 
P: 
re 
PROCEDURE main-algorithm; 
var counter : integer; sigma : next-edge; 
uter := 0; 
:w(stack_top); 
ack_topA.vertyaddr := P; 
ack_topA.prevlous := nil; 
1 := P*.linkl; 
! := P”.link2; 
!peat 
sigma := P”.edges”.next; 
while (sigma”.next <> nil) and 
(sigmaA.ending_vertexA.inserted) o 
if sigma*.next = nil then else 
P*.definitive := true; 
if PA.link 1 “.definitive and 
(counter C= VE- 1) then 
success := false 
else 
1 
Q.old := sigma”.ending_vertex; 
Pl := P*.linkl; 
Pl”.waiting := true; 
P2 := PA.link2; 
P2*.waiting := true; 
Q.oldA.link2 := P; 
Pl*.waiting := false; 
P2*.waiting := false; 
counter := counter + 1; 
Q.oldA.linkl := nil; 
P”.forkl := P”Jink2; 
P*.link2 := Q.old; 
PA.forkl “.fork := P; 
PA.forklA.linkl := nil; 
Q.old”.order := 1; 
remove_edge(sigma); 
Q.new.linkl := Q.old”.linkl; 
Q.new.link2 := Q.oldA.link2; 
Q.new.order := Q.old*.order; 
enlarge-chain; 
atil (counter = VE) or (not success); 
Fig. 17 
Hamiltonian cycle). Thus, we repeat this process until either there remains no edge in 
the graph having the vertex P” as an extremity, or the extremity of the edge D is not in 
the cycle already constructed. This is the meaning of the two cases distinguished just 
after the instruction while of procedure main-algorithm. 
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In the case there remains no edge in the graph having P” as an extremity (the 
case a” next = nil), the vertex P” is considered as having been definitely treated, 
and therefore, the instructions P” .definitive : = true and P : = P” .linkl are 
executed. 
In the other case (the extremity of CJ is not in the cycle already constructed, which is 
the other eventual exit condition for the instruction while), the cycle will be enlarged 
from the vertex PA. The vertices P” .link 1 h and P” .link2 * are marked waiting (which, 
as will be seen later, characterize then within the cycle actually constructed). For 
technical reasons, the link between P h and P A .link2 A (which is reciprocal consider- 
ing that P h .link2 h link1 = P) is destroyed and replaced by a (reciprocal) link 
forkl-fork, and PA .link2 A is then affected to Q.old (notice that Q.old has previously 
been affected to the extremity of the edge CJ whichs is not in the cycle). Finally, 
procedure enlarge-chain is called. 
Before describing the effect of procedure enlarge-chain, we set the following 
definition. 
Definition 4.5. Given two vertices V and V’ in the graph, we say that there is a link 
between V and V’ if there exists i, j E { 1,2} such that the pointer V.linki represents the 
address of V’, and V’.linkj the address of V. Notice that, in contrast to the situation 
within the cycle previously constructed, i might be equal to j. This relation is clearly 
symmetric. 
An important invariant of the algorithm is that - until the cycle previously 
constructed is enlarged - the relation “there is a link between” represents an injective 
path rt having P h .forkl h and Q.new.link2 A as extremities. Moreover, any vertex 
V which is not in this path, except if V is the extremity of our injective path (namely 
the last vertex visited) and there exists i E { 1,2} with Vlinki = Q.old and Qnew .link2 
is the address of V, the vertex V satisfies V h .linkl = nil and V h .link% = nil. 
It is of most importance that all vertices visited (which can be characterized by the 
fact that their Boolean visited is true) are vertices of the path 7~. The last vertex of the 
path TC which is inserted (i.e. in the cycle previously constructed) is P h. We will denote 
by K’ the path consisting of the (connected) part of vertices of rc which are not inserted 
(i.e. which are not in the cycle previously constructed). We shall say that we follow the 
path rc’ forward when following 7t’ from its extremity P A to its other extremity, and 
backward when following rc’ in the other way. The path x’ contains at least one vertex 
and will be enlarged itself until it meets a vertex which is inserted and is not the vertex 
PA . From Lemma 4.3, the vertex P A and this last inserted vetex must be successive in 
the cycle. By inserting (procedure insert-chain below) between these two successive 
vertices of the cycle the part of the noninserted vertices, we obtain an enlargement of 
our cycle. 
The main function of procedure enlarge-chain is to chose an edge c in the 
remaining graph having Q.old h as an extremity, and reaffecting Q.old to the address 
of the other extremity of CJ after having created a link between the two extremities of 
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PROCEDURE enlarge-chain; 
var sigma :next-edge; 
if Q.old”.inserted and (not Q.old”.waiting) and 
(Q.old <> P) then 
success := false; 
while (not Q.old”.visited) and success do 
Q.old”.visited := true; 
Q.old”.order := Q.new.order; 
Q.old”.linkl := Q.new.linkl; 
Q.old*.link2 := Q.new.link2; 
sigma := Q.old”.edge@.next; 
if sigma”.next = nil then 
success := false 
el e 
if 
if Q.oldA.linkl = nil then 
Q.oldA.linkl := sigma”.ending_vertex 
else 
Q.01dA.link2 := sigma”.ending_vertex; 
Ql.old := sigma”.ending_venex; 
Ql.new.order := Q.new.order + I; 
Ql.new.link2 := Q.old; 
Ql.new.linkl := nil; 
Q:=Ql; 
Q.old := Ql.old; 
remove_edge(sigma); 
!.old*.inserted and (not Q.oldA.waiting) a1 
(Q.old C- P) then 
success := false: 
if success then 
if not Q.old”.waiting then 
treat_not_waiting 
else 
treat-waiting; 
PROCEDURE treat-not-waiting; 
var V 1, V2 : edge; 
if Q.new.linkl = nil then 
VI := Q.new.link2 
else 
Vl := Q.new.linkl; 
Q.old”.fork := Vl; 
Vl”.forkl := Q.old; 
if VIA.linkl = Q.old then 
Vl”.linkl := nil 
else 
VlA.link2 := nil; 
if Q.oldA.linkl “.order > Q.old&.order then 
V2 := Q.old”.linkl 
else 
V2 := Q.oldA.link2; 
Q.old”.next_fork := V2; 
Vl*.second := false; 
VZ*.second := me; 
Vl*.stop := false; 
V2*.stop := false; 
explore_paths(Vl); 
if (not VZ*.stop) and success then 
V2”.forkl”.fork := V2; 
if V2A.link2 = V2A.forkl then 
V2”.linkZ := nil 
VZ”.linkl := nil; 
if (not V2*.stop) and V2”.second then 
success := false; 
Fig. 18. 
r~ until Q.old is visited. In other words, the procedure enlarge-chain chooses edges 
and thus prolongs the path 7~’ until the vertex Q.old h is in the path 71. The treatment 
then depends on the value of the boolean waiting of the vertex Q.old A. Notice that if 
this vertex is inserted, has its boolean waiting false and is different from P, it is in the 
cycle previously constructed, and we have a path between two distinct nonsuccesive 
vertices of the cycle so that, from Lemma 4.2, our graph is not a good graph. In this 
case, success becomes false and no more instruction is executed (see procedure 
enlarge-chain in Fig. 18). 
In the following figures, we use the convention that a vertex whose boolean waiting 
is true will be surrounded by a circle, and links of type fork-fork’ will be drawn as 
thick and lines in opposite to links (of type linkl-link2). Link of type next-fork will be 
drawn in dotted lines, and the number near each vertex represents its integer order. 
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Fig. 19 
The vertices which were in the cycle previously constructed (i.e. whose Boolean 
inserted is true will be black coloured, in opposite to the other vertices represented (the 
vertices of rc’), which have been visited but not inserted and will be grey-coloured. 
The situation just after the instruction while in the first call of procedure 
enlarge-chains can thus be represented as in Fig. 19. 
In Fig. 19 the vertex Q.old h has its boolean waiting false (from the initialization), 
therefore, the procedure treat-not-waiting will be called . The local variables Vl and 
V2 of procedure treat-not-waiting will here be the addresses of the vetices order of 
which is 6 and 3, respectively. vertex V2 h is marked by the boolean second and vertex 
Vl h is not, which means we shall first try to enlarge our path rc’ from the vertex order 
of which is 6 (the last vertex previously visited), and, if not successful (what will be 
recognized to the fact that V2 A .stop is false), then try to enlarge n’ from the vertex 
order of which is 4. From Lemma 4.4, either one of these two path-enlargement 
research will be successful in case our graph is a good graph. 
The pointer Vl A .forkl taxes Q.old as value, Q.old fork taxes Vl as value, and 
Q.old h .next_fork is affected to V2. Hence at this step, the situation can be represented 
as shown in Fig. 20. 
Procedure explore_paths(Vl) is then called at first (procedure explore-paths 
(I? edge) is, Fig. 22, described below). 
The two first instructions if of procedure explore-paths are technical detail, use of 
which will be described later. 
In case VA .second is false (which is the case at the first call of procedure ex- 
plore-paths), a new element is created at the top of the stack of pointers. In case 
I/^ .second is true, we shall see that the element at the top of the stack must be the 
other vertex of the same fork as the vertex VA (for instance, in the situation drawn in 
Fig. 20, if explore-paths (V2) is called immediately after explore-paths (Vl), the 
pointer in the top element of the stack will be Vl). In both cases, the pointer in the top 
element of the stack is then affected to V. 
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Pl 
Fig. 20. Situation just before the first call of procedure explore-paths. 
Pl 
Fig. 21. 
Then the content first instruction while will be repeated while there remains an edge 
in the graph starting at V” and VA stop is false. It consists in choosing an edge 
cr having V” as an extremity, affecting Q.old to the other extremity of e and, 
- just remove cr in case Q.old of u has been already visited at a date posterior to the 
date VA .forkl (the root of the fork which V” is part of) was visited for the first time 
(what can be recognized to the fact that Q.order > VA .forkl A .order). This opera- 
tion will be formally justified by Lemma 4.3. 
- Otherwise, the two neighbours of VA (namely V” .forkl h and VA .linki^ where 
VA .linki # Q.old) are marked waiting. 
Then the aim is to call procedure enlarge-chain. However, in the case Q.old has 
already been visited before VA .forkl as in Fig. 22, a technical point, which is related to 
the fact we decided to allow in our data structure only two links of the type fork (fork 
and forkl), must be treated. 
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PROCEDURE explore_paths(V : edge); 
var sigma : next-edge; 
if V”.l~nk I = nil then 
V!llnk2”.order := V”.fork I “.order + I : 
else 
V”.linkl”.order := V”.forkl”.order + I; 
if not V”.second then 
stack_top*.previous := a-pointer: 
\tack_top”.vert_addr := V; 
while (not V”.stop) and (V”.edges”.next”.next C> nil) and success do 
; 
igma := V”.edges”.next; 
).old := sigma”.ending_vertex: 
rl emove_edge(sipma); 
Y vhile (V”.edges”.next*.next <> nil) and 
(Q.old*.visited) and (Q.old”.order > V*.forkl”.order) do 
if (not Q.old”.visited) or 
(Q.old*.order <= V*.forkl*.order) then 
Q.new.link2 := V; 
Q.new.linkl := nil; 
Q.new.order := V”.order + I ; 
V”.forkl”.waiting := true: 
if V”.link I = nil then 
else 
I V”.link2 := Q.old; V”.linkl”.waiting := true; I 
if Q.old”.visited and 
((Q.old”.order < V”.forkl”.order) or (Q.old”.inserted)) then 
V”.stop := true; 
V”.forkl”.next_fork”. stop := true; 
V”.forkl”.fork := nil; 
V”.forkl := nil; 
stack-top := stack_top”.previous; I 
enlarge-chain; 
if (not V”.second) and (not V*.stop) then 
prepare_second_fork(V); 
Fig. 22 
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Indeed, if one called directly the procedure enlarge-chain, it would set the fork1 of 
the vertex order of which is 6 equal to the vertex which has order 1, which can be done 
indeed, but after having set the stop Boolean of the vertices VA and 
l”’ .forkl * next-fork h (namely the first vertex which has order 4 which was the 
second vertex V2 of the last call procedure enlage_chain), and destroyed the link of 
type fork between VA and V” .forkl h, which is justified, once again, by Lemma 4.3. 
The situation is then about the same as the one represented in Fig. 20 (except he edge 
between the vertices VA and V” .forkl h .next_fork A has been removed from the 
graph). Procedure enlarge-chain is then called again. 
One must now introduce a particular finite sequence of vertices which play a paticu- 
lar role. As we can see, some vertices of the path rc’ are linked by a link of type 
forkl-fork (notice that this link is oriented). Moreover, one can see that an invariant 
of our algorithm is that if a vertex V satisfies Kfork # nil, then l’.fork A fork1 
represents the address of V(actually, the converse is not true). One then says that there 
is a link of type forkl-fork between V and Kfork A. 
We shall denote by N1 the first vertex met by following path rc’ forward from P” to 
its other extremity and which satisfies Ni .fork # nil (N, might be equal to P h ). We 
then define inductively Ni + 1 the first vertex - when there exists one - met by 
following the path n’ forward the vertex Ni.fork h (Ni+ 1 might be equal to Ni.fork h ) 
and which satisfies Ni+ l.fork # nil. We shall denote by k the number of vertices 
Ni thus defined (see Fig. 23 for an example). 
Notice that k and the vertices Ni for i = l,, . . . , k are not defined once for all, but are 
well defined for any given date. 
Assuming our graph is a good graph, we shall prove the following invariants, which 
hold while the Boolean success is true. 
Lemma 4.6. If the initial graph is a good graph, the following properties hold. 
(1) ForiE{l,..., k}, any vertex V of the path IT’ between Ni and Ni.fork h satisfies: 
V.order > Ni.order. 
Fig. 23. Example with k = 3. 
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Moreover, the integer order increases when one follows the path rc’ forward from Ni.fork 
to Ni+l, and from Nk to the extremity of n’. 
(2) For ie(l , . . . , k), any vertex V which appears after Ni in the path 71’ has been 
visited for thejirst time at a date posterior to the date the vertex Ni was itself visited,for 
the first time. 
(3) At the last call of procedure explore_paths( V) which is not completed, the pointer 
V necessarily represented the address of Nk.fork. Moreover, the pointer stack-top at the 
top of the stack of pointers is equal to N,.fork. 
(4) For any date at which procedures treat-waiting or treat-not-waiting is called, 
the vertex Q.old^ can be in rc’ only: 
- Between the vertex PA and N1 or after the vertex N,.fork^ ; 
_ equal to N.fork^ , Ni.fork’ .linkl or Ni.fork h .link2 for an i E { 1, . . . , k}; 
- between the vertex Ni.fork A and Ni+ 1. 
Moreover, the vertices of the path I? which are either between PA and N1 (N, and PA 
excluded) or strictly between N;.fork^ and Ni+ 1 cannot have their Boolean waiting true. 
(5) For i6 {l, . . . , k}, in the past was called explore_paths( V) with V = Ni.fork. 
(6) For i = 1, . . . , k, the Boolean Nt.waiting is true, and for the x E { 1,2} such that 
Ni.fork^ .linkcc. is between Ni and Ni.fork h in the path II’, the Boolean 
Ni.fork i\ .linkcr.waiting is also true. 
(7) For i E (1, . . . , k}, if Ni.fork^ .second is false, then the pointer Ni.next_fork 
represents the address of the vertex which is just after Ni in the path n’, 
Ni.next-fork A .second is true, and we have 
[Ni.fork^ .stop = false] * [Nt.next-fork A .stop = false]. 
(8) The subgraph of the initial graph defined by the edges remaining in the data 
structure, and the relations “there is a link between” and “there is a link of type 
,forkl-fork between” remains a good graph. 
(9) For each link of typeforkl-fork, there is a (unique) pointer in the stack which gives 
the address of the origin of (i.e. the vertex-data which contains) the corresponding fork1 
pointer. Conversely, for every pointer in the stack, there exists a vertex V which contains 
the pointer fork1 of a link of type forkl-fork, and V.stop is false. 
(10) For each link of type forkl-fork except for the one between P” and P2^, the 
procedure explore-paths has been called with as parameter a pointer giving the address 
of the vertex-data V which contains the corresponding pointerforkl. Moreover, this call 
of procedure explore-paths is not completed. 
(11) For every vertex V such that V.stop is false and there remains an edge in the data 
structure having V as an extremity, there is a pointer F in the stack such that either 
V = F A or V = F h .forkl h .next_fork. 
Observing that Lemma 4.6 is obviously satisfied from the initial conditions of 
the call of the procedure enlarge-chain within the procedure main-algorithm, 
we shall first, assuming that the properties (1Hll) are true at a certain date t, 
prove they remain true at least until one of the procedures treat-waiting or 
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prepare-second-fork (effect of which have not been described yet) is called. Then 
after having described the effect of the procedures treat-waiting and prepare-sec- 
ond-fork (assuming that properties (1Hll) are true just before), we shall prove these 
two procedures do not affect our invariants (1Hll). Thus we shall prove that our 
properties remain true until our path rc’ reaches either Pl h or P2^ (the two neighbors 
of P” in the cycle previously constructed). 
It is obvious these properties are preserved inside the instruction while at the 
beginning of procedure enlarge-chain. Just after this instruction, Q.old h .visited is 
true and, since we assume at first that Q.old has its Boolean waiting false, procedure 
treat-not-waiting is called, and therefore procedure explore_paths(Vl) is called with 
Vl = Q.new.link. 
We now show that property (4) is preserved. Since for i = 1,. . . , k the part of the 
path TC’ between Ni and Ni.fork A, together with the edge in G between Ni and the 
Ni.fork A, represents a cycle c in G, in the case Q.old is in this cycle, from Lemma 4.2, 
either the vertex Q.new.link2 n is in this cycle itself or the vertex Q.new is equal or 
successive to Ni.fork in this cycle. Otherwise indeed, the part of the path rc’ between 
Ni.fork and Q.old (vertex which is adjacent in the graph to the extremity of rc’), would 
be a path with nonempty interior between two distinct nonsuccessive vertices of the 
cycle c. 
Let us prove that, in fact, the first alternative cannot happen: Indeed if 
Q.new.link2^ (i.e. the last vertex which was visited) in the cycle c, it means that the 
condition test of the previous instruction while at the beginning of the procedure 
enlarge-chain was directly false, and that Q.old and Q.new were already the same at 
the previous call of procedure enlarge-chain inside the procedure explore-paths 
(indeed, enlarge-chain is called only inside procedures main-algorithm and proced- 
ure explore-paths, but when it is called in procedure main-algorithm, we know that 
Q.old h .visited is false). But then, because we assumed (3) was true for anterior dates, 
the last vertex V” for which explore_paths( V) was called, which is Q.new.link2 * and 
so is in the cycle c, must have the Ni.fork. Therefore, since Q.old h .order is (from point 
(1) assumed true for previous dates) greater than N,.order, which is in fact 
VA .fork h .order, the edge between Q.new.link2 h and Q.old A has just been removed 
during the last execution of procedure explore-paths, and enlarge-chain has not been 
called with the vertex Q.old h as we actually consider it. 
Therefore, the second alternative must be true and we have proved that, when 
procedure treat-not-waiting was called, the vertex Q.old^, if between Ni and 
Ni.fork A, must be either Ni, Ni.fork h , Ni.fork A .linkl or Ni.fork A .link2, what proves 
point (4) for the present date (notice the end point of (4) easily follows from the 
initialization). 
Let us now prove that property (6) is preserved. Indeed, when procedure 
explore_paths(l/) was called with V = Ni.fork (from point (5)), the instruction 
VA .forkl.waiting : = true was executed (with V h .forkl = Ni.fork A .forkl = Ni) SO 
that Ni.waiting is true (notice that no instruction of the type X.waiting := false is 
called except in procedure insert-chain, procedure which is called itself only in 
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procedure treat-waiting which will be treated latter). Moreover, since at the same past 
date the vertex of {Ni.fork h .linkl h, Ni.fork A .link2 A } which is not between Ni and 
Ni + I was the vertex V A .linka with L’ A linkcl # nil, so that the instruction V A .linka 
:= true was executed and (since Ni.fork was at this date equal to V) the Boolean 
I’ A .linkcr h .waiting is true. 
We now prove properties (l)-(3), (5) and (7) are preserved, still assuming that the 
properties (l)-(7) were true at the previous instant. It is obvious, since the order of 
Q.old is just incremented at each step and vertices Ni are not affected at this step of the 
algorithm, that property (1) is preserved when going through the instruction while at 
the beginning of procedure enlarge-chain. Then a vertex Q.old h whose Boolean 
visited is true and - what we have already explained before - we suppose at first that 
Q.old” .waiting is false, so that procedure treat-not-waiting is called. From property 
(4) the vertex Q.old Ih must be either betwen P A and Ni , or (for a given i E { 1, . . . , k} 
between N,.fork h and Ni + i in the path n’, or one of Ni.fork A, Ni.fork h .linkl A , or 
N;.fork h link2 A . Actually, we assume that Q.old A .waiting is false, from point (6) the 
vertex Q.old h must be in the path rc’, either after the vertex Nk.fork h , or between 
Nj.fork and Ni+l for an iE{O,..., k} (setting for convenience that N, is P2 h ) and 
distinct from Ni+ 1. 
Therefore, when the procedure treat-not-waiting is called, the first vertex M met 
when following the path 7~’ forward from Ni (setting for convenience i = k in case 
Q.old is after N,.fork in the path rr’) and such that M.fork # nil is the actual vertex 
Q.old i\ so that the new vertex Ni+l is the vertex Q.old^ itself. Moreover, the vertex 
Q.old h .fork is the vertex Q.new.link2 h , extremity of the path rc’, so that just after this 
date we have k = i + 1. 
Notice that, in procedure treat-not-waiting, explore_paths(Vl) will be called with 
Vl = Ni+iA .fork, so that property (5) remains true for our new Nj+ 1 h .fork, and since 
k is i + 1, property (3) also does. Moreover, the ordering properties (1) and (2) are 
clearly preserved by the operations just previously described. 
In order to prove that property (7) is preserved, we observe that if Ni+ 1 is distinct 
from Ni, the vertex just before Ni+ 1 = Q.old A in the path rc’ has its integer order 
less than Q.old^ .order, and therefore that at the present call of procedure 
treat-not-waiting, the vertex V2^, and therefore the vertex Q.old h .next_fork h 
= Ni + 1 .next -fork h , is equal to vertex which appears just after the vertex Ni+ 1 .fork “_ 
in the path rr’, what proves that property (7) is preserved in this case. Now in the case 
Ni+ 1 is the vertex Ni.fork A, from property (1) follows that Q.old A .order = Ni + 1 .or- 
der > Ni.fork^ .order. Since from point (5) procedure explore_paths(5) was called 
before with I’ A = Ni. For CI E { 1,2} such that Ni.fork h .linka was not nil at this date, 
Ni.fork h .linkcr ^  .order was set equal to Ni.order + 1, and is therefore (from point (1)) 
less or equal to Ni.fork h .order. Since actually this vertex Ni.fork A .linkcr is the vertex 
in the path rc’ which is just before Ni.fork A) at the present call of procedure 
treat-not-waiting, the vertex V2^, and therefore the vertex Q.old h next-fork h 
= Ni+i. next_fork^ is equal to the vertex which appears just after the vertex 
Ni + , .fork h in the path rc’, what proves that property (7) is preserved, when previously 
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satisfied, at least until one of the procedures treat-waiting or prepare-second-fork is 
called (notice that at the very end of the procedure explore-paths, if VA .second and 
V” .stop are both false, procedure prepare-next-fork is automatically called, so that 
the proof of the second part of point (7) suppose we analyse this last procedure). 
For proving (8), we observe at the moment that, if within the instruction while at the 
beginning of the procedure main-algorithm an edge is removed from the data 
structure, this edge is an edge between two nonsuccessive vertices of the cycle 
previously constructed, so that from Lemma 4.3, the graph obtained by removing this 
edge from the initial graph remains a good graph. Moreover, within procedure 
enlarge-chain, no edge is removed from the data structure without being replaced by 
an link of type linkl-link2, except the very last edge removed, which is replaced by 
a link of type forkl-fork within the procedure treat-not-waiting just after (still 
assuming at the moment that the vertex previously visited which is reached has its 
Boolean waiting false). 
For treating the edges which are removed from the data structure inside the 
procedure explore-paths, we observe that from point (3) follows that any edge 
rs which is removed from the data structure without being replaced by a link of type 
linkl-link2 is an edge having V” = Nk.fork A (where V denotes the local variable of 
procedure explore-paths) as an extremity and its other extremity, which is Q.old at 
the instant this edge is treated inside procedure explore-paths, then satisfies, 
Q.ofd”. order > V A .forkl h .order = N,.order, 
so that from point (1) the vertex Q.old A must be in the path rc’ between Nk and N,.fork. 
But this part of the path z’, together with the edge in the initial graph between Nk and 
N,.fork (which is represented by the link of type forkl-fork between these two 
vertices) represent a cycle c, and the two extremities Q.old A and VA are two 
nonsuccessive vertices of this cycle, so that from Lemma 4.3 the subgraph obtained by 
removing the edge cs from the graph remains a good graph. 
Finally, if a link of type forkl-fork is destroyed in the procedure explore-paths just 
before the call of procedure enlarge-chain, it means that the Boolean Q.old h .visited 
and (Q.old A .order < V h .forkl h .order or Q.old” .inserted) was true, so that the vertex 
Q.oId n must be a vertex of the path n which is situated on this path before the vertex 
VA .forkl = Nk, and the cycle c obtained by following rc from Q.old^ to V h and the 
edge between V h and Q.old A contains V A and Nk as a nonsuccessive vertices, so that 
the edge (here represented by a link of type forkl-fork) between these two last vertices 
can be (from Lemma 4.3) removed from the graph without affecting its good graph 
character. This proves point (8) is not affected between two calls of either procedure 
treat-waiting or prepare-second-fork. 
At last, notice that properties (9)-(1 l), preservation follows from a simple checking 
along the constructions of links of type forkl-fork (procedure treat-not-waiting), 
and the decrementations of the pointer stack-top (eventually in procedure ex- 
plore-paths just before the occurrence of the procedure enlarge-chain). The fact that 
the call of procedure explore-paths is not completed, under the assumptions of (11) 
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PROCEDURE treat-waiting; 
var Vl : edge; 
while (stack_top”.vert_addr <> Q.old*.link2) and 
(stack_top”.vert_addr <> Q.old”.link 1) and 
(stack_top”.vert_addr <> Q.old”.fork) and 
(stack_top”.vert_addr <> Q.old) and 
(stack-top C= nil) do 
stack_top”.vert_addr*.stop := true: 
stack_top".vert_addr".forkI “.next_fork”.stop := uue; 
stack_top”.vert_addr”.forkl := nil; 
stack-top := stack_topA.previous; 
if stack-top = nil then 
success := false 
else 
if stack_top”.vert_addr = Q.old then 
treat-not-waiting 
else 
if there exists (YE ( 1. 2) such that 
stack_top”.vert_addr = Q.old”.!inka then 
(notice that 0: is unique) 
replace_iink_hy_path(cx, Vl); 
else 
( notice that necessarilly we have 
stack_top”.vert_addr =Q.old”.fork ] 
it-is-a-fork := true: 
stack_topA.vert_addrA.forklA.fork :=nil; 
stack_top”.vert_addr”.stop :=true: 
if Q.new.link I = nil then 
VI := Q.new.link? 
else 
VI := Q.new.link I; 5 
if stack_top*.vert_addr = P then 
insert_chain(Vl); 
else 
if it-is-a-fork then 
change_the_fork(Vlj; 
Fig. 24. 
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follows from the simple observation of the exit condition of the instruction while inside 
procedure explore-paths, and under the assumptions of point (10) follows from the 
fact that these assumptions imply either that assumptions of (11) are satisfied, or 
V.stop is true (but it means that it has been set false just before the call of procedure 
enlarge-chain inside the procedure explore-paths but then the corresponding link of 
type forkl-fork has been destroyed at the same time, or procedure prepare-sec- 
ond-fork has been called, case which will be analysed later. 
We shall now describe the effect of the procedure treat-waiting, and prove it does 
not affect our invariants (l)-(7). Later on, we shall analyse procedure pre- 
pare-second-fork, and then prove the same thing for this procedure. The content of 
the procedure treat-waiting is shown in Fig. 24. 
We now describe the eventual configurations when a vertex whose Boolean waiting 
is reached, and the effect of procedure treat-waiting. Then we prove that the 
properties of the Lemma 4.6 are preserved when going through the procedure 
treat-waiting, at least until the procedure prepare-second-fork is called. 
We distinguish three cases depending on why the exit condition of the instruction 
while at the beginning of the procedure treat-waiting is satisfied. We shall see later 
that the case stack-top = nil never occurs in a good graph, that is why we do not 
distinguish four cases, but only three ones, 
The situation when the first vertex whose boolean waiting is true could be as in 
Figs. 25(a)-(c) (essentially 3 cases are distinguished).’ 
When situations as the ones described in Figs. 25(a)-(c) occur in the procedure 
enlarge-chain (i.e.Q.old h .waiting is true in the procedure enlarge-chain), the proced- 
ure treat-waiting is called. 
At first, the elements of the stack, while the vertices of which they represent the 
address is not a neighbour (linkl, link2, fork) of Q.old^ or Q.old^ itself, are removed 
one by one from the stack after having destroyed the links of type forkl-fork they 
witnessed (property (9) of Lemma 4.6), and set the Booleans stop of the extremities of 
these links forkl-fork true. The Boolean stop of the vertices which follow in the path 
rc’ the vertex pointed by the fork1 of each of these links is also set true. 
We now present in Figs. 26(a)-(c) the new situations after the instruction while at 
the beginning of the procedure treat-waiting, corresponding, respectively, to the 
situations represented in Figs. 25(a)-(c) when the waiting vertex Q.old A was reached. 
From property (4) follows that Q.old” is either of the form Ni, or Ni.fork h, or 
Ni.fork A .linkcc^ where o! is such that the vertex Ni.fork A .linka A is betwen Ni and 
N,.fork i\ in the path rc’, for at least one i E { 1, . . . , k}. In the first case, Q.old A .fork is 
equal to one of the pointer of the stack (from property (9)), in the second case (from the 
same property (9)) the pointer Q.old itself is equal to a pointer of the stack, and in the 
third case, since the links of type linkl-link2 are reciprocal, there exists /I E { 1,2} such 
1 In Figs. 25 and 26 pointer 0, pointer 1, pointer 2 and pointer 3 represent the elements of the stack of 
pointers of vertices, which are labelled according to their height in the stack. 
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P = pointer 0 
/ 
4 
fork’ Pointer 2 
Fig. 25. (a) A waiting vertex is reached in procedure enlarge-chain: Case I. (b) A waiting vertex is reached 
in procedure enlarge-chain: Case 2. (c) A waiting vertex is reached in procedure enlarge-chain: Case 3. 
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Pointer 2 = stack-top 
Pl --” 
h = pointer 0 Pointer 2 = stack-top 
Pl 
Fig. 26. (a) The situation after the instruction while of the procedure treat-waiting, corresponding to 
Fig. 25(a). (b) The situation after the instruction while of the procedure treat-waiting, corresponding to 
Fig. 25(b). (c) The situation after the instruction while of the procedure treat-waiting, corresponding to 
Fig. 25(c). 
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that Q.old A .linkb is in the stack of pointers. Therefore, the algorithm necessarily gets 
out of the instruction while before the pointer stack-top is nil (the condition 
stack-top appears in the algorithm only to ease the proof of the finiteness of the 
runtime, but it could be replaced by the previous argument). Let us define m as the 
largest i such that Q.old” is either of the form Ni, or Ni.fork n , or Ni.fork h .linkor A 
where c( is such that the vertex Ni.fork h .linkcc h is between Ni and Ni.fork h in the 
path n’ (The three cases are represented by Figs. 26(a)-(c). Hence, at the end of the 
instruction while at the beginning of the procedure treat-waiting, N, is equal to the 
vertex stack-top h .vert_addr A . 
Notice that, from properties (2) and (11) and from the fact that the height in the 
stack of pointers has the same ordering as the dates of creation of the pointers of the 
stack, for any vertex M which is situated beyond N,.fork h in the path n’, the Boolean 
Mstop is now true. 
Let us now describe, depending on which of the three cases occurs just after the 
instruction while at the beginning of the procedure treat-waiting, the additional effect 
of this procedure, and prove for each case that properties (l)-( 11) are preserved, when 
previously satisfied) by procedure treat-waiting itself (i.e. at least until the procedure 
prepare-second-fork is called). For this purpose, we need the description of the 
procedures replace-link-by-path and change-the-fork (see Fig. 27). 
We assume at first that at the end of the instruction while at the beginning of the 
procedure treat-waiting, the pointer stack_top^ .vert_addr is distinct from P. 
Cuse 1: there exists c( E { 1,2} such that stack-top h .vert_addr = Q.old n .linkcr. We 
shall illustrate this case by the situation represented in Fig. 25(a) (see Fig. 26(a) the 
corresponding situation at the end of the procedure treat-waiting). 
PROCEDURE 
replace_link_by_path(a: 1 or 2; 
var Vl : edge); 
d Q.new.linkl = nil then 
VI := Q.new.link2 
:Ise 
Vl := Q.new.linkl; 
?.old”.linka := Vl; 
If stack_top*.vert_addP.linkl = Q.old then 
I stack_top”.vert_addr”.linkl := nil; stack_topA.vert_addfl.link2”.order := I 
I stack_top*.vert_addr”.forkl”.order + 1; 
blse 
stack_top”.vert_addP”.link2 := nil; 
stack topA.vert_addPJinkIA.order := 
Fig. 21 
PROCEDURE 
change_the_fork(var Vl : edge); 
it-is-a-fork := false; 
Vl*.second := stack_top”.vert_add+“.second; 
if not V l”.second then 
stack-top := stack_top”.previous; 
Q.old”.fork := V 1; 
Vl”.forkl := Q.old; 
Vl”.stop := false; 
ifVl”.linkl = Vl”.forkl then 
Vl”.linkl := nil 
else 
Vl”.link2 := nil; 
explore_paths(Vl); 
if Vl”.second and not VIA.stop then 
success := false; 
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Procedure replace_link_by_path(cr, Vl) is called. inside this procedure, the pointer 
variable Vl is affected to the address of the last vertex visited (before the vertex Q.old A 
actually treated). Then Q.old * .linkcr is turned from stack_top^ .vert_addr into Vl. 
Finally, for the /3 E { 1,2} such that stack-top A .vert_addr A .linkp = Q.old, the pointer 
stack_top^ .vert_addr^ .link/I is set equal to nil. Moreover, the other pointer link 
(1 - /3) contained in the vertex stack_top^ .vert_addr” has its integer order set 
equal to stack-top A .vert-addr A .forkl A .order. The reason for this last instruction 
is more or less that one should here call the procedure explore-paths 
(stack-top h .verte-addr). However, this operation is unnecessary for the following 
reasons. 
Since procedure explore-paths has already been called (say at a date t) with N,.fork 
(which is equal here to stack-top A .vert-addr) as parameter, and from point (10) this 
call of procedure explore-paths is not completed. Moreover, for any vertex A for 
which the procedure explore-paths has been called latter than the date t with 
a pointer giving the address of A as parameter, from point (3) follows that the vertex 
A is situated beyond the vertex N,.fork^ in the path rr’, so that, as we previously 
noticed, its Boolean stop has been set true within the instruction while at the beginning 
of the procedure treat-waiting, and the algorithm immediately gets out of this call of 
the procedure explore-paths. Therefore, the procedure explore-paths will immedi- 
ately go on with N,.fork as parameter, which has an effect equivalent to a new call of 
the procedure explore-paths, except for the initialization part of this procedure, 
which is replaced by the (equivalent) instruction stack-top A .vert_addr A link1 A .or- 
der : = stack-top A .verttaddr A .forkl A .order. 
Since, as we can see, after the execution of the instruction while at the beginning of 
the procedure treat-waiting the number k of nodes of the type Ni is equal to m (so that 
the vertex N, we consider is now in fact the vertex Nk), the last argument also proves 
that property (3) which expresses that the last call of procedure explore-paths which 
is still active must have a pointer equal to N,.fork as parameter, is preserved by the 
procedure treat-waiting in the first case we consider here. 
For proving that properties (1) and (2) are preserved, we just observe that, in the 
first case, the set of vertices which are beyond the vertex N, is preserved through the 
procedure treat-waiting. Therefore, since after the procedure treat-waiting the num- 
ber k becomes equal to m, since for i = 1, . . . , n - 1 the vertex Ni has been left 
unchanged, the peoperties (1) and (2) obviously remain true after the procedure 
treat-waiting. 
For proving (4) there is nothing to say since neither the procedure treat-waiting, 
nor the procedure treat-not-waiting is called within the procedure treat-waiting 
itself. Neither is there for proving (5) since the set of the new (Ni) is included in the 
same set as it was before call of the procedure treat-waiting. 
For proving (6) we just observe at first that the Boolean N,.waiting is true because 
it has been left unchanged. We then observe that within the procedure explore-paths 
which keeps on running immediately, as we have shown above, with its local pointer 
variable V equal to N,.fork the instruction for the y E { 1,2} such that V” Iinky is not 
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nil (which must be the vertex in the path n’ situated between N, and N,.fork^ ) has its 
Boolean set true, except if there remains no edge in the data structure having N,.fork 
as an extremity, but in this case, either the procedure prepare-seconddfork is called 
immediately and this case will be treated latter, or N,.second is true and we shall 
prove (Proposition 4.12) that this case never occurs when the initial graph is a good 
graph. This proves that property (6) remains true. 
Invariance of property (7) through the procedure treat-waiting in the first case 
follows immediately from the fact that N,.next-fork is unchanged, and so is the vertex 
which lies just after N, in the path n’. 
Invariance of property (8) follows from Lemma 4.3, observing the part of the path rr’ 
as it is defined after the procedure replace-linkkby-path which is between N, and 
N,.fork, together with the edge between N, and N,.fork represents a cycle c, and that 
all the links of type forkl-fork destroyed within the instruction while at the beginning 
of the procedure treat-waiting are between two nonsuccessive vertices of c, and so is 
the link of the type linkl-link2 destroyed within the procedure replace_link__by_path 
(Fig. 28(a)). 
Invariance of property (9) follows from the fact that, within the instruction while at 
the beginning of the procedure treat-waiting, links of the type forkl-fork have been 
destroyed together with the corresponding elements of the stack of pointers. 
The preservation of (10) and (11) is immediate since no link of the type forkl-fork 
has been created, and no Boolean stop has been set false. 
Case 2: stackktop^ .vert_addr = Q.old. We shall illustrate this case by the situ- 
ation represented in Fig. 25(b) (see Fig. 26(b) the corresponding situation at the end of 
the procedure treat-waiting). Procedure treat-not-waiting is called so that, as we 
can see, the number k becomes equal to m + 1, and the arguments to prove that the 
properties of Lemma 4.6 are preserved are just the same as the ones given before the 
description of the procedure treat-waiting (Fig. 28(b)). 
Case 3: stack_top^ .vert_addr^ = Q.old^ .fork. We shall illustrate this case by the 
situation represented in Fig. 25(b) (see Fig. 26(b) the corresponding situation at the 
end of the procedure treat-waiting). 
The Boolean it-is-a-fork is set to the value true. The pointer 
stack-top” .vert_addr” .forkl h .fork (which is here equal to N,.fork) is set equal to 
nil, but what will be of most importance for proving property (7) the pointer 
stack_top^ .vert_addr^ .forkl is left unchanged. Therefore, the new number k is now. 
as in the first case, equal to m. The Boolean stack-top A .vert_addr A .stop is set true, 
so that as in the first case, all the vertices which are situated between N, and N,.fork 
in the path rc’ now have their Boolean stop true. Finally, the local variable Vl taxes is 
affected to the address of the last vertex visited just before the actual vertex Q.old h (i.e. 
the extremity of the path n’). Since we assume at first that at the end of the instruction 
while at the beginning of the procedure treat-waiting the pointer 
stack_top^ .vert_addr is distinct from P, the procedure change-the-fork is called. 
The aim of the procedure change-the-fork is to replace the call of the procedure 
explore-paths which had the actual stackktop^ .vert-addr as parameter, by a new 
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Pointer 2 = stack-top 
Pl 
P = pointer 0 Pointer 2 = stack-top 
Pl- 
Fig. 28. (a) In the first case (corresponding to Figs. 25(a) and 26(a)), after the procedure 
replace-link-by-path. (b) In the second case (corresponding to Figs. 25(b) and 26(b)), just before the first 
call of the procedure explore-paths within the procedure treat-not-waiting which is called itself by the 
procedure treat-waiting in this second case. (c) In the third case (corresponding to Figs. 25(c) and 26(c)), 
just before the call of the procedure explore_paths(Vl) within the procedure change-the-fork. 
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call of the same procedure, with a pointer giving the address of the new extremity of rr’ as 
parameter. Therefore, Fl h .second is set equal to the value of the Boolean 
stack-top h .vert_addr h second. Moreover, since at the beginning of the procedure 
explore_paths(Vl) a new pointer equal to Vl itself is created at the top of the stack when 
Vl A .second is false, and otherwise the pointer stack-topA .vert-addr is just affected to 
Vl (what means that the top of the stack is in this last case just replaced by VI), the top 
element of the stack is just destroyed in the case Vl * .second is false. Therefore, in both 
cases, the global result is that the top of the stack is replaced by Vl (Fig. 28(c)). 
The preservation of properties (1) and (2) is obvious. Moreover, since at the end of 
the procedure change the fork the vertex Nk is in fact N, and the local variable Vl is 
equal to N,.fork (indeed N, is the vertex Q.old A ), the preservation of property (3) is 
obvious, and so is it for properties (5) and (10). For proving (4) there is nothing to say 
here since no call of procedures treat-waiting or treat-not-waiting occurs. 
The arguments for preservation of (6)-(g) in the third case are about the same as in 
the first case previously treated. 
The invariance of property (9) follows, within the instruction while at the beginning 
of the procedure treat-waiting from the same argument as in the first case, and then 
from the fact that the top of the stack of pointer, has been replaced by the pointer Vl 
as soon as the corresponding link of type forkl-fork has been destroyed, and a link of 
type forkl-fork between N, and Vl has been created. 
The preservation of property (11) follows from about the same argument as in the 
first case. 
There remains to prove that properties (l)-(1 1) are preserved when the procedure 
prepare-second-fork is called, what means that at the end of the current execution of the 
procedure explore-paths we have N,.fork^ .second = N,.fork^ .stop = false, and neces- 
sarily there remains no edge having the vertex Nk.fork as an extremity, so that the 
algorithm get out of the instruction while which was running within the procedure 
explore-paths. Therefore, we describe now the procedure prepare-second-fork (Fig. 30). 
I 
Fig. 29. 
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1 PROCEDURE prepare_second_fork(V : edge); 
if V*.linkl = nil then 
V”.linkl := V”.forkl 
else 
V”.link2 := V”.fork 1; 
if VA.forklA.linkl = VA.forklA.next_fork then 
V”.forkl “.linkl := V 
else 
VFl.forklA.link2 := V; 
V”.stop := true; 
Fig. 30. The effect of procedure prepare-second-fork (V: edge). 
In the procedure prepare-second-fork, we see at first that the link (of type 
linkl-link2) between the vertices V” and VA .next_fork^ is changed into a link (of the 
same type) between VA and VA .forkl = Nk, so that the part of the path z’ which is 
beyond Nk has its orientation changed (Fig. 29). 
For proving that property (3) is preserved, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.7. Suppose that the Boolean N,.fork^ .second is false. If, the algorithm gets 
out of the procedure explore-paths which has been called with N,.fork as parameter 
with N,.stop = false, then the procedure explore-paths is immediately called with 
a pointer equal to Nk.next_fork as parameter. Moreover, this call of the procedure 
explore-paths is the second call of this procedure within a given execution of the 
procedure treat-not-waiting. 
Proof. For proving the Lemma 4.7, we first observe that, within procedure 
treat-not-waiting, procedure explore-paths is called twice: a first time with Vl as 
parameter, with Vl A .second = false, and a second time just after case V2^ .stop is 
true, with V2 as parameter, with V2 = Vl A .next_fork and V2^ .second = true. We 
also observe that the pointer Vl A .forkl A .next_fork is then never modified until the 
procedure insert-chain (effect of which will be described latter) is called since 
Vl /r .forkl h .waiting is set equal to true and the pointer next-fork of a vertex M is 
modified only inside the procedure treat-not-waiting when M is the vertex Q.old^ , 
what can happen only if M.waiting is false. Now consider AI a fixed vertex at a certain 
date play the role of Vl A in the procedure treat-not-waiting, and AZ the correspond- 
ing vertex V2 A. 
At last we observe that the only other call of the procedure explore-paths occurs 
inside the procedure treat-waiting, and in this case, it means that vertex Q.old^ 
which is then the vertex Nc (what corresponds to the third case we treated). As we 
already noticed, within the instruction while at the beginning of the procedure 
treat-waiting, for any link of type forkl-fork which had been created after the 
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creation of the link of type forkl-fork between this vertex Q.old^ and Q.old^ .fork^ , 
the Boolean stop of the origin A4 of (i.e. the vertex-data which contains) the 
corresponding fork1 pointer has been set equal to true, and so has been the Boolean 
M.forkl n .next_fork. Therefore, when the content of this call of the procedure 
treat-waiting is completed (i.e. when the corresponding call of the procedure ex- 
plore-paths which is called within the procedure change-the-fork is completed), the 
algorithm immediately gets out of the procedures explore paths where the vertex 
M was eventually the vertex VA , and treat-not-waiting where M eventually played 
the role of Vl A or V2^. 
Suppose that at first the third case occurs for the first time in the procedure 
treat-waiting. Now, within the procedure treat-waiting we actually consider the 
vertex last vertex visited (which is the local variable Vl of the procedure 
treat-waiting), say Br just replaces a vertex such as AI, and A,.stop is set true. 
Therefore, if at the end of the call of the procedure explore-paths which is called 
within the procedure change-the-fork with a pointer giving the address of B1 as 
parameter the Boolean B,.stop is false (so that from point (7) 
Br.forkl A .next_fork^ .stop, which is here equal to A,.stop is also false), and the 
second part of the call of the procedure treat-not-waiting where AI and AZ where 
initially defined is executed, so that the procedure explore-paths is called indeed with 
a pointer giving the address of A2 as parameter. 
Similarly, if the third case occurs many times in the procedure treat-waiting, one 
can see by induction that the result of Lemma 4.7 is not affected. 0 
Let us now prove that properties (l)-(1 1) of Lemma 4.6 are preserved when going 
through the procedure prepare-second-fork so that, from Lemma 4.7 inside the 
procedure treat-not-waiting the content of the instruction if just after the first call of 
the procedure explore-paths is executed, and explore-paths is called again within 
this procedure treat-not-waiting. Notice that, just before this second call ex- 
ploreepaths(V2) within the procedure treat-not-waiting, a link of type forkl-fork 
is set between the vertex Nk and the local variable V2 (here we see the importance 
of the fact that, within the procedure change-the-fork, though a pointer fork 
is reaffected so that the corresponding link of type forkl-fork is destroyed, the 
corresponding pointer fork1 is left unchanged) so that neither k nor N, is affected 
by the composition of the procedure prepare-second-fork and the instructions 
which appear just before the call of exploreepaths(V2) within the procedure 
explore-paths. Therefore properties (l)-(3), (5) and (10) are obviously preserved. 
For proving (4) there is nothing to say here. For proving (6) we just observe as we 
have already done that the corresponding Booleans waiting are set true within the 
next procedure explore-paths. 
Since the Boolean second of the vertex Nk.forkA is actually true, there is 
nothing to say here for proving (7). For proving (8) we just observe that the graph 
for which we have to show it is a good graph is left unchanged by these opera- 
tions. 
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For proving (9) and (11) it is sufficient o observe that at the very beginning of the 
procedure explore-paths called with the local variable as parameter, the top of the 
stack stack_top^ .vert_addr is just reaffected to V2. 
Therefore, we have proved that Lemma 4.6 remains true at least until the procedure 
insert-chain is called. 
We now prove two other lemmas which will also be useful for proving that the 
algorithm effectively constructs a Hamiltonian cycle in the case when the graph is 
a good graph. These lemmas are valid between a call of the procedure enlarge-chain 
within the procedure main-algorithm and the following call of the procedure in- 
sert-chain, and if the Boolean success remains true. 
Notice that Lemma 4.9 is only a lemma for Lemma 4.10. 
Lemma 4.8. When the instruction just after the first call of the procedure ex- 
plore_paths(Vl) within the procedure treat-not-waiting are executed (i.e. the Boolean 
V2^ stop remains false), then if F denotes the vertex which was Q.old” when this 
execution of the procedure treat-not-waiting was called, if AI and B1, respectively, 
denote the vertices Vl h and V2^ of this very execution of the procedure 
treat-not-waiting (so that F, AI and B1 are well defined constant vertices of the graph) 
then 
(a) AI.forkl remains equal to the address of F. 
(b) If N denotes the vertex which follows immediately F in the path r-c’, there remains no 
edge in the data structure having N as an extremity. 
Proof. Since A*.stop remains false, we know that the link of the type forkl-fork 
between F and AI has not been destroyed neither within the instruction while at the 
beginning of the procedure treat-waiting (otherwise from point (4) of Lemma 4.6 
A,.stop could not have been set back true), nor within the procedure explore-paths 
just before the occurrence of the procedure enlarge-chain. 
Since when the procedure treat-not-waiting is called the local variable Vl must be 
the last vertex visited, the vertex AI cannot play again the role of Vl A. Indeed, 
otherwise at the previous execution of the procedure enlarge-chain in which the 
procedure treat-not-waiting has been called, the content has not been executed at all, 
what means that the procedure enlarge-chain has been called from the procedure 
explore-paths with the local variable Vsatisfying I”’ = AI, and with a vertex Q.old^ 
visited. But then the link of the type forkl-fork between F and AI must have been 
destroyed just before, what we have shown not to be possible. 
From points (4) and (6) of Lemma 4.6 follows that Al cannot play the role of V2 in 
the procedure treat-not-waiting. Therefore, the pointer A1.forkl cannot have been 
modified and (a) is proved. 
Since the link of the type forkl-fork between F and AI has not been destroyed 
neither within the instruction while at the beginning of the procedure treat-waiting, 
nor within the procedure explore-paths just before the occurrence of the procedure 
enlarge-chain, it follows that if no execution of the procedure treat-waiting happens 
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with Q.old” equal to F, the Boolean Aistop cannot have been set false. In this case 
the exit of the execution of the call of the procedure explore-paths with a pointer 
giving the address of Ai as parameter (explore_paths(Vl) in the very execution of the 
procedure treat-not-waiting that we consider) must be due to the fact there remains 
no edge in the data structure having A, as an extremity (what is one of the exit 
condition of the instruction while within the procedure explore-paths. Therefore, the 
procedure prepare-second-fork(V) is called with I”’ = A1 so that the vertex which 
follows immediately the vertex F in the path n’ is turned from B1 into A,. Therefore, 
point (b) follows immediately. 
Now if we assume that the procedure treat-waiting has been called with the vertex 
Q.old” equal to F, at the first time this happens, the link of the type forkl-fork 
between Al and F is changed into a link of the type forkl-fork between a new vertex 
A2 and F (though A,.forkl is left unchanged). But then the vertex A2 satisfies the same 
properties as A, did so that we can prove for A2 just as we have done for A, that if the 
procedure treat-waiting is not called after with the vertex Q.old^ equal to F, since the 
algorithm gets out of the execution of the procedure explore-paths which has been 
called with a pointer giving the address of A2 as parameter, the procedure pre- 
pare-second-fork(V) is called with VA = Al so that the vertex which follows im- 
mediately the vertex F in the path rr’ is turned from B, into A2 and point (b) follows 
immediately. 
Now we see that point (b) is always true by induction on the number of tails of the 
procedure treat-waiting with the vertex Q.old^ equal to F. 0 
Lemma 4.9. If the Boolean Ni.fork A .second is true, then if M denotes the vertex which 
follows immediately the vertex Ni in the path TC’, there remains no edge in the data 
structure having the vertex M as an extremity. 
Proof. We again prove that the property was true at the first occurrence of 
N,.fork^ .second equal to true, and remains true along the time. We shall denote by 
F the vertex Ni, and by B the vertex N;.fork^ (which are well-defined constant vertices 
of the graph). 
First of all, from point (10) follows that the procedure exploreepaths(5) has been 
called with the parameter V equal to the address of B = Ni.fork A. This call of the 
procedure explore_paths( V) can have taken place, either just after the first call of the 
procedure explore-paths (i.e. with V equal to the local variable V2 of the procedure 
treat-not-waiting) within the procedure treat-not-waiting, or within the procedure 
change-the-fork. 
However, since in the procedure change-the-fork the link of type forkl-fork 
between Ni and the actual Ni.fork, with besides N;.fork^ .second set equal to the 
Boolean second of the extremity of the link of type forkl-fork it replaces which was 
itself once of the form Nj.fork A) we see that for the first occurrence of the case 
Ni.fork” second = true the occurrence of a call explore_paths( V) with the parameter 
V equal to Ni.fork has taken place within the procedure treat-not-waiting with 
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V equal to the local variable V2 of this last procedure. Therefore, the fact that the 
result of Lemma 4.9 is true for the first occurrence of the case Ni.fork^ .second = true 
is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.8. 
Now if we consider another occurrence of the ces Ni.fork A .second = true, by 
Lemma 4.8 we can suppose w.1.o.g. that the call of the procedure explore_paths( V) 
which has taken place with VA equal to the vertex B occurred within the procedure 
change-the-fork. But then, within this last procedure, the link of type forkl-fork 
between the vertices F and B just replaces a link of the same type between F (which is 
already of the form Ni) and a vertex B’ which must have as B its Boolean second true. 
Therefore, if we assumed that the result of Lemma 4.9 was true earlier, it remains 
true. 0 
We shall now deal with the procedure insert-chain, which is the conclusion of the 
enlargement of the cycle previously constructed. When the procedure insert-chain is 
called, we shall see now that necessarily the pointer Q.old is either equal to Pl or to 
P2, the initial cycle is enlarged, what was the aim of the first call of the procedure 
enlarge-chain. Moreover, we shall see that the aim of the procedure insert-chain is to 
restore the initial conditions that before the call of the procedure enlarge-chain the 
cycle constructed is oriented according to the link1 pointers, every vertex in the cycle 
has its Booleans inserted and visited true, and its integer order equal to 0. 
First of all, observe that the procedure insert-chain is called only within the 
procedure treat-waiting when, after the instruction while the pointer 
stack_top^ .vert_addr is equal to P. This implies both, that (from point (11) of 
Lemma 4.6) any vertex in the graph has its Boolean stop true, and (from the very exit 
condition of the instruction while) that either one of the pointers Q.old^ .link2, 
Q.old^ .linkl, Q.old^. or Q.old is equal to P. 
Then, if we assume that Q.old is neither equal to Pl nor P2 at this step of the 
algorithm (i.e. at the beginning of the procedure treat-waiting), then Q is in the path rc’ 
and is either equal to P or to PA .link2, and from point (4) of Lemma 4.6 and the fact 
that Q.old” .waiting is true follows that either PA or Q.old” is N1. But then, since 
(from point (9) of Lemma 4.6) there is a pointer A in the stack, which is higher than 
P in the stack, and which is equal to N,.fork. Thus, the algorithm must get out of the 
instruction while when (or eventually before) the pointer stack_top^ .vert_addr is 
equal to A, so that at the end of this instruction while, the vertex 
stack-top” .vert_addr cannot be equal to P. From this argument follows that when 
the procedure insert-chain is called, the pointer Q.old must be equal either to Pl or to 
P2. 
The content of the procedure insert-chain is shown in Fig. 31. 
The pointer Q.old being equal either to Pl or P2 when the procedure insert-chain 
is called, we shall distinguish two cases. 
Case 1: Q.old = Pl. In this case, since stack_top^ .vert_addr is equal to P, we have 
stack_top^ .vert_addr = P = Pl A .link2 = Q.old^ .link2. 
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ROCEDURE 
insert_chain(var V : edge); 
var vert_addr : edge; 
i,j: 1 or2; 
’ it-is-a-fork then else 
/ 
P”.linkl := PA.link2; 
P*.link2 := P”.forkl; 
P”.forkl := nil; 
Q.old”.linkl := V; P”.link2”.linkl := P; 
PA.seen := false; vert_addr := P; 
vert_addr := P; P”.seen := false; 
i := 1; j :=2; 
vhile (vert_addr <> Q.old ) and success do 
vert_addr”.inserted := true; 
vert_addl-n.order := 0; 
if vert_add?.seen then 
success := false 
else 
vert_addr”.seen := true; 
vert_addr*.waiting := false; 
if vert addrA.linkiA.linki = 
vert_addrA.linkiA.linkj := vert_addr; 
vert addr := ven - - addr”.linki; 
‘l”.waiting := false; 
‘2”.waiting := false; 
Fig. 31. 
Hence, before the procedure insert-chain, the procedure replace link by path is called, 
and therefore the local variable Vl of the procedure treat-waiting is set equal to the 
last vertex visited (the extremity of n’), and the pointer Pl h .link2 is reaffected to the 
address of the last vertex which has been visited, i.e. the extremity of R’. 
Then insert_chain(Vl) is called. Since the Boolean it-is-a-fork is here false, the 
pointer PA .linkl is reaffected to PA .link2 (i.e. the pointer giving the address of the 
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Fig. 32. (a) In the first case, just before the instruction while within the procedure insert-chain. (b) In the 
second case, just before the instruction while within the procedure insert-chain. 
second vertex of the path rc’, and the link of type linkl-link2 between P” and P2^ is 
restored. Then the local variable vert_addr of the procedure insert-chain is set equal 
to P. 
The effect of these few instructions can be schematized as shown in Fig. 32(a). Then 
the instruction while inside the procedure insert-chain is executed, purpose of which 
is to go over the path Z’ from P (which is actually equal to the local variable 
vert-addr), setting for each vertex of rc’ the Booleans inserted and seen true, the 
Boolean waiting false, and the integer order equal to 0. Moreover, the links link1 and 
link2 of the vertex vert_addr^ .linkl * are exchanged when necessary in order to 
obtain an oriented cycle at the end of the instruction while. One can see that the role of 
the Boolean seen is not crucial, but is destined to ease the proof of the termination of 
this instruction while. 
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Case 2: Q.old = P2. In this case we have: stack-topA .vert_addr = 
P = 02^ .fork = Q.old^ .fork. Hence within the procedure treat-waiting the Boolean 
it-is-a-fork is set true, and the pointer P2 A .fork (which is here 
stacktop A .vert_addr A .fork 1 n .fork) is set equal to nil. The local variable V 1 is affected 
to the last vertex visited (the extremity of the path 7~‘). Then the procedure in- 
sert_chain(Vl) is called and, since the Boolean it-is_aafork is true, Q.old A .linkl is 
set equal to Vl, and the local vert_addr is set equal to P. This short sequence of 
instructions can be schematized as shown in Fig. 32(b). 
Then the principle of the instruction while within the procedure insert-chain in the 
second case is the same as in the first case, except the path x’ is gone over following the 
pointers link2 instead of the pointers link1 according to the orientation of the cycle. 
The fact that when the procedure insert-chain is called the cycle previously 
constructed is enlarged is now obvious. Therefore, the only thing we have to prove in 
order to show (eventually using Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7) that in case the initial graph is 
a good graph a Hamiltonian cycle is constructed by this algorithm, is that the 
procedure insert-chain is called at once in this case. 
4.3. A bound,for complexity 
In this section we shall prove that, for any graph G, even if G, not a good graph, the 
algorithm presented in Section 4.3, with the graph G as initial input, stops after a finite 
number of operations. We then prove that the number of these elementary operations 
is bouded by a linear function of the number of edges of G. This will prove, since the 
procedure mainalgorithm is called only if the number of edges ED of the graph G is 
less than twice the number of vertices VE of G (otherwise from Proposition 3.9 follows 
that the graph G is not a good graph), that the complexity of our algorithm is linear 
with respect to the number of vertices of the graph. 
Clearly, the complexity of the first procedure find cycle (which is called only once 
within the content of the Boolean function finddHamiltonian_cycle) is linear with 
respect to the number of vertices. So is the complexity of the procedure prepare-cycle, 
in which the vertices of the cycle previously constructed are visited once each. 
Lemma 4.10. The procedures enlarge-chain, treat-waiting, treat-not-waiting, 
change-the-fork, replace-link-by-path, insert-chain, explore-paths and 
prepare-second-fork are all called a number of times which is bounded by a linear 
,function of the number of edges. 
Proof. The procedure enlarge-chain can be called from the procedure main algo- 
rithm and explore-paths, and in both cases an edge has been removed from the data 
structure just before. Therefore, the result is obvious for the procedure enlarge-chain. 
The procedure treat-waiting appears only (at most) once in the procedure en- 
large-chain, so that the result for the former allows immediately from the result for 
the latter (which we have already proved). 
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The procedure treat-not-waiting is called only (at most) once within the procedure 
enlarge-chain and (at most) once within the procedure treat-waiting, so that the 
result for the procedure treat-not-waiting immediately follows from the same result 
(which has been proved already) for the procedures enlarge-chain and treat-waiting. 
The insert-chain, procedures change-the-fork and replace-link-by-path appear 
only (at most) once at each call of the procedure treat-waiting so that the result for 
them both easily follows from the same result for the procedure treat-waiting. 
The procedure explore-paths is called (at most) twice within the procedure 
treat-not-waiting and (at most) once within the procedure change-the-fork, and 
therefore the result for the procedure explore-paths immediately follows from the 
same result for the procedures treat-not-waiting and change-the-fork. 0 
Corollary 4.11. The global number of elementary operations and tests generated by the 
procedures enlarge-chain, treat-waiting, main-algorithm, insert-chain, 
treat-not-waiting, change-the-fork, replace_link_by_path, explore-paths and pre- 
pare-second-fork is bounded by a linear function of the number of edges. 
Proof. Notice that, by elementary operations and tests we mean the language lemen- 
tary instructions, the exit test of instructions of the type while and repeat, and the call 
of a subprocedure itself, but not the time for the execution of this subprocedure. 
For the procedure enlarge-chain: from Lemma 4.10 follows that it is sufficient to 
prove that the content of the instructions while which is contained in the procedure 
enlarge-chain itself globally generates a bounded number of operations. We then 
observe that two cases may occur within the content of this instruction while: 
- If sigma” .next # nil, then the edge corresponding to sigma is removed from the 
data structure, and therefore this case can happen at most ED(G) times, and the 
number of operation generated each time it happens is obviously bounded. There- 
fore the global number of opertions generated within the content of this instruction 
while in this case is bounded by a linear function of the number of edges. 
- Otherwise, the Boolean success is set false, what is definitive, and implies that the 
content of this instruction while (since the condition success = true is one of its exit 
conditions) is not executed any more. Therefore, after this case has happened, only 
a bounded number of operations is executed within our instruction while. 
Finally, since we have proved that the content of the instruction while is executed at 
most ED(G) + 1 times and the procedure enlarge-chain itself is called a number of 
times which is bounded by a linear function of the number of edges, the exit test of this 
instruction while will be executed a number of times which is bounded by (the sum) 
a linear function of the number of edges. 
For the procedure explore-paths: the problem is about the same as for the 
procedure enlarge-chain previously treated: it is sufficient to prove that the gobal 
number of operations and tests generated by the two instructions while contained in 
the procedure explore-paths is itself bounded by a linear function of the number of 
edges. 
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We first deal with the second instruction while (which is within the content of the 
first one). We just observe that each time this instruction while is executed an edge is 
removed from the data structure, so that this is the content of this instruction while is 
executed at most ED(G) times. Since the content of this instruction while obviously 
generates a bounded number of elementary operations, the global number of opera- 
tions generated by the content of this instruction while is bounded by a linear function 
of the number of edges. 
Now we observe that each time the content of first instruction while which appears 
within the procedure explore-paths is executed an edge is removed from the data 
structure. Therefore, the content of this instruction while will be executed at most 
ED(G) times, and since the procedure explore-paths itself is called a number of times 
which is bounded by a linear function of the number of edges, the global number of 
times the exit condition of this instruction while is executed is bounded by (the sum) 
a linear function of the number of edges. 
Finally, since we have proved that the content of the second instruction 
while (which is contained in the content of the first one) is executed at most 
ED(G) times, and that the content of the first instruction while itself is executed 
at most ED(G) times, the exit condition test for the second instruction while 
is executed at most 2 ED(G) times. Therefore, the result is true for the procedure 
explore-paths. 
For the procedure treat-waiting: once again, it is sufficient to prove that the 
content of the instruction while at the beginning of the procedure treat-waiting is 
executed a number of times which is bounded by a linear funtion of the number of 
edges. 
For this purpose, we observe that each time the content of this instruction while is 
executed, a link of the type forkl-fork is destroyed. This link of the type forkl-fork 
must correspond to an edge which has been removed from the graph, and since the 
link of the type forkl-fork is simply destroyed, the information of this edge in the 
graph is definitely lost, so that no other link of the type forkl-fork will ever be created 
again between the two extremities of such a link which has been destroyed. Therefore, 
the content of the instruction while which is inside the procedure treat-waiting will be 
executed at most ED(G) times. 
For the procedure most-algorithm: we observe that at each execution of the 
content of the instruction repeat of the procedure main-algorithm, either an edge 
is removed from the data structure, or a vertex has its Boolean deBnitiue set true. 
The first possible operation can happen at most ED(G) times, and the second one 
can happen at most once for each vertex (otherwise the Boolean success is set equal 
to false and the algorithm immediately stops) so that the total number of executions 
of the content of the instruction repeat in the procedure main-algorithm is at most 
(ED(G) + VE(G)) < 2 ED(G), what proves, since the procedure main-algorithm 
itself is called only once, that the total number of elementary instructions generated 
by the procedure main-algorithm is bounded by a linear function of the number 
ED(G) of edges. 
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For the procedure insert-chain: again we have to prove that the content of 
the instruction while which appears in the procedure insert-chain is executed a 
number of times which is bounded by a linear function of the number of edges. 
For each execution of the content of this instruction while we distinguish two 
cases. 
Case 1: the local variable vert_addr is equal to P. This case can happen only once 
for the same call of the procedure insert-chain, hence (since each time the procedure 
insert-chain is executed the procedure enlage-chain has been called from the proced- 
ure main-algorithm with the same vertex PA, and an edge having P as an extremity 
has been removed from the data structure) the global number of times this case can 
happen is bounded by the number of edges). 
Case 2: vert-addr # P. In this case, the vertex vert_addr^ which is a vertex of the 
path rr’ distinct from P” has its Boolean inserted false and this Boolean is set true by 
the execution of the content of the instruction while we actually consider. This can 
happen at most once for each vertex (in other words, a vertex can be inserted only 
once in the cycle enlarged), and therefore the number of occurrences of this case is 
bounded by VE(G), itself bounded by ED(G). 
Therefore, we have proved that the global number of elementary operations 
generated by the procedure insert-chain is bounded by a linear function of the 
number of edges. 
For the procedures treat-not-waiting, change-the-fork, replace-link-by-path, 
and generate a bounded number of elementary operations at each execution so that 
the result follows immediately from the Lemma 4.10. Cl 
Proposition 4.12. The total number of elementary operations generated by our algorithm 
is bounded by a linear function of the number of vertices. 
Proof. As we have already noticed, it is sufficient (from Proposition 3.9) to show that 
this number is bounded by a linear function of the number of edges. 
Proposition 4.12 then follows immediately from Corollary 4.11 once we have 
noticed that the total number of elementary operations generated by an algorithm is 
the sum of the number of elementary operations generated by all its procedure (in the 
sense we defined for Corollary 4.11). 0 
In Fig. 33, we present the experimental results of the runtime as a function of the 
number of edges (of course, the scale on both axis is linear) which follow the 
implementation on a PC computer. The number of points is 88, and the largest graph 
for which the runtime appears here has 538 and 138 vertices, and all graph for which 
the runtime appears here are good graphs. One observes experimentally that in the 
case of nonconstruction of a Hamiltonian cycle, the runtime is generally under the 
regression line of the points represented below (since the algorithm is interrupted in 
this case). 
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Fig. 33. Experimental results for complexity 
4.4 Proof, in case the graph is a good graph, of the construction of a Hamiltonian cycle 
by the algorithm of Section 4.2 
In all this section we assume that the initial graph on which the algorithm runs is 
a good graph. At first we shall prove that, because our graph is a good graph, the 
Boolean success cannot be set false except may be within the procedure 
main-algorithm, so that we can use the properties of Lemmas 4.6-4.9. 
Then we prove that, since the Boolean success remains true, after a call of 
the procedure enlarge-chain from the procedure mainalgorithm, the pro- 
cedure insert-chain is called so that the injective cycle previously con- 
structed and formed by the vertices which have their Boolean inserted true is en- 
larged, and then show that the Boolean success cannot be set false at all (even 
within the procedure main-algorithm). From this will follow that a Hamiltonian 
cycle will be constructed. From this and Section 4.2 follows immediately 
Theorem 4.1. 
So we suppose now by contraposition that after a call of the procedure 
main-algorithm and before the end of the next call of the procedure insert-chain, the 
Boolean success is set false, and we show that there must be a contradiction with good 
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graph character of our graph. Therefore, one of the instructions success := false 
which appear in our procedure is executed. 
(1) If this instruction success : = false is executed within the procedure en- 
large-chain, it means that the path rc’, which must have more than one edge, has two 
nonsuccessive vertices (P” and Q.old A ) of the injective cycle previously constructed 
(which is formed by the vertices which have their Boolean inserted true) as extremities, 
what contradicts Lemma 4.2. 
(2) If this first instruction success := false is executed within the procedure 
treat-not-waiting, one has that the procedure exploreepaths(V2) has just immedi- 
ately been completed, and since the end of the execution of this last procedure, no 
link of the type forkl-fork has been created nor destroyed, so that the vertex V2^ 
is (from point (3) of Lemma 4.6, the vertex V2 is equal to Nk.fork. Moreover V2^ .stop 
is false so that, since we assume that the Boolean success remains true, the fact that 
the algorithm gets out of the procedure explore-paths implies, from the exit con- 
dition of the main instruction while within the procedure explore-paths, that there 
remains no edge in the data structure having V2” as an extremity. Moreover, 
from Lemma 4.9, if M denotes the vertex which follows the vertex which follows 
immediately the vertex Nk in the path rc’, there also remains no edge having the vertex 
M as an extremity. 
Therefore, if we consider the path from the vertex Pl h to Nk, and the cycle c 
which is formed by the part of the path rr’ situated between N, and N,.fork A together 
with the link of the type forkl-fork between N,.fork and Nk, if we consider the 
imbedding of this injective cycle and this path in the subgraph of the initial graph 
formed by the edges which remain in the data structure and the links of both type 
forkl-fork and linkl-link2, we obtain from point (8) a contradiction with Lemma 4.4 
(see Fig. 34). 
- If the first instruction success := false is executed within the procedure 
change-the-fork, exactly the same argument as the previous one is also valid. 
- We have proved when analysing the procedure treat-waiting that the instruc- 
tion success := false which appears just after the instruction while within the 
procedure treat-waiting cannot be executed, and we have also proved the same 
thing for the instruction success := false which appears within the procedure 
insert-chain. 
P 
Pl - 
Fig. 34. The contradiction with Lemma 4.4. 
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Hence we have proved that the Boolean success can be set false only within the 
procedure main-algorithm. 
We now prove that after a call of the procedure enlarge-chain from the procedure 
main-algorithm, the procedure insert-chain must finally be reached. 
For showing this fact, we observe that from point (10) follows that the algorithm 
cannot stop while there remains somewhere a link of the type forkl-fork (except may 
be the one between PA and P2^). Besides we observe that one has proved in Section 
4.2 that the algorithm generates a finite number of operations, and that a link of the 
type forkl-fork which is destroyed, in particular the last one which remains if there is 
any without being replaced by another can be destroyed only at two steps of the 
algorithm. 
First possibility: Within the procedure explore-paths just before the call of the 
procedure enlarge-chain, but then, since the Boolean Q.old^ .visited is true, immedi- 
ately either the procedure treat-not-waiting is called so that a new link of the type 
fork is created, or the procedure treat-waiting is called, and if at this step there 
remains no link of the type forkl-fork (except the one between P and P2^), the first 
instruction while is just ignored. 
Second possibility: Within the instruction while of the procedure treat-waiting. 
Since we have proved that the case stack-top” .verttaddr = nil cannot happen just 
after this instruction while, necessarily, when the last link of the type forkl-fork 
between two vertices of the path 71’ has been destroyed (or may be has never been 
created but since the graph is finite, one of the two vertices Pl h or P2^ is reached so 
that the procedure treat-waiting is called anyway), the pointer stack_top^ .verttaddr 
is equal to P so that the procedure insert-chain is called. Therefore, as we have 
observed when analysing the procedure treat-waiting, the injective cycle initially 
constructed is enlarged. 
Now, notice that the procedure insert._chain does not change the subgraph of the 
initial graph defined by the edges which remain in the data structures and the links (of 
both types, but after the procedure insert-chain, there remains, no link of the type 
fork l-fork). Therefore, after the procedure insert-chain, this subgraph remains 
(from point (8) a good graph). Moreover, from point (11) any vertex in the graph has 
the its Boolean stop true. Therefore, all the conditions which were insured by the 
initialization are satisfied again (except of course that the vertices of the cycle now 
constructed have their Booleans inserted, visited and seen, and eventually dejinitive, 
true. 
Now it appears immediately that a vertex Vcan have its Boolean definitive set equal 
to true only within the procedure main-algorithm, when equal to PA and 
there remains no edge having V as an extremity. Then the vertex V has degree 2 
in the subgraph of the initial graph defined by the edges which remain in the 
data structure and the links, so that the two vertices neighbours of V’ in the 
Hamiltonian cycle must be V.linkl h and V.link2^. Moreover, the pointer is 
then affected to V.linkl (i.e. the address of the vertex which immediately follows V 
in the cycle actually constructed). Hence, after this instant, the vertex V 
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cannot be reached any more but our algorithm since there remains no edge in the data 
structure leading to it, so that the links of the type linkl-link2 leading to it will not be 
modified. 
Now we observe that the number of vertices which have their Boolean dejnitive 
true is equal to the global variable counter since this variable is incremented each time 
a vertex has its Boolean definitive set true. 
Therefore, the set of the vertices which have their Boolean definitive true is 
a connected part of the injective cycle constructed at each step (i.e. a path), having the 
vertex P” .link2^ as an extremity. 
So, if at a step the Boolean PA .linkl h definitive is true when P” .definitive is 
set true, the set of the vertices which have their Boolean dejinitive true, provided 
with the relation “there is a link between” is a simple closed curve, and since each 
of these vertices has degree two within the subgraph of the initial graph defined by 
the edges remaining in the data structure and the links, they form a connected 
component of this subgraph. Since this graph has been proved to be a good graph, 
it is connected , and it means both that the integer counter is equal to the number 
VE of vertices (and therefore the algorithm will end with the Boolean success true), 
and that our cycle is actually a Hamiltonian cycle. This achieves the proof of 
Theorem 4.1. 
5. Conclusion 
We have defined a class of graphs generalizing simple closed curves, admitting 
a unique Hamiltonian cycle which can be constructed by a linear algorithm. 
This algorithm will stop after a number of operations which is bounded by a 
linear function of the number of vertices of the graph, even when the graph is 
not a good graph, but of course if the graph is not a good graph the most 
probable result is that no Hamiltonian cycle is constructed. However, the success 
of the construction of a Hamiltonian cycle does not imply (as the implementation 
and some tests have shown) that the graph is a good graph. 
Now one can think that there might be a linear algorithm, once a Hamiltonian cycle 
is constructed in a graph, to decide whether a given graph is a good graph or not, thus 
providing a globally linear recognition algorithm for good graphs. Another way for 
connected developments, which might be interesting in the framework of digital 
topology at least, could be a generalization of good graphs, preserving the linearity of 
the algorithm for constructing the Hamiltonian cycle. However, this research may be 
easier within the particular regular graphs that one generally consider in digital 
topology. 
More generally, one can also wonder whether the decision and the construction of 
the Hamiltonian cycle is polynomial for graphs in which there is existence and 
uniqueness of a Hamiltonian cycle (such graphs are obviously not all good graphs as 
very simple example can show). 
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